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ABSTRACT 

Cellular manufacturing has tested positive in significantly reducing material handling and 

setup time as compared to a job shop, but it falls behind job shop in terms of flexibility. In 

this thesis a new system is proposed that takes advantage of the flexibility of a job shop while 

it keeps the setup time at a reduced level. This new system is referred to as hybrid system. 

In this thesis the performance of the proposed hybrid system is compared to the conventional 

cellular manufacturing system. Both systems are evaluated within a cellular layout and utilize 

group scheduling rules DDSI (due date truncated shortest processing time) and MSSPT 

(minimum setup shortest processing time). A simulation model, with random due dates and 

quantities is developed and tested. Performance measures are mean flowtime, tardiness and 

earliness. 

Overall results indicate that, in terms of mean flowtime and tardiness, the hybrid system 

outperforms the cellular system when the MSSPT rule was applied, while the cellular system 

outperforms the hybrid system when the DDSI rule is implemented. With regard to the 

earliness performance measure, the cellular system shows in most cases better performance 

than the hybrid system, regardless of the scheduling rule used. Finally, the results indicate 

that the hybrid system performs better than the cellular system with respect to the number of 

parts produced. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Research Background 

In the last four decades challenging planning, operational and control manufacturing 

problems have been solved, and many others still remain as the scope of extensive 

research. New difficulties are continuously emerging as new manufacturing technologies 

evolve. Lower unit cost and higher quality are among the thain objectives for managers. 

The unit cost, product quality, and process efficiency are influenced by lead time, setup, 

processing and material handling times. Flowtime and lateness are among the most 

commonly used performance measures of efficient processes. 

Previous work in improving these performance measures and consequently maxiinizing 

the efficiency of the manufactl).ring systems, has led to the development of many 

scheduling heuristics and processing layouts. Group scheduling heuristics, flexible 

manufacturing systems and cellular manufacturing systems are among those innovative 

solutions. Such solutions focus on problems that are constrained to specific conditions 

(e.g., either in size or in the complexity of the system). In this situation, as the number of 

constraints increases the system reduces its flexibility. It is essential to attain this 

flexibility in the manufacturing system with minimum penalties in time, cost and 

performance. 
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Thus, this thesis investigates the feasibility of a cellular manufacturing system when non

family parts are assigned to it. When non-family parts are added to the cellular system, its 

flexibility is increased since the system is able to process not only family parts but also 

non-family parts. This increase in the system flexibility will provide a wider operational 

range and reduce the number of machines or tools required apart from the cells. 

It is worth noting that most of scheduling research either assumes no setup time or 

considers it as a component of the processing time. While this assumption can reflect 

certain applications it also simplifies the analysis of the system. Although simplified 

assumptions may be found useful in some problem settings (e.g., setup times are very 

small and are considered negligible), they may not apply to manufacturing problems that 

require explicit treatment of the setup cost (e.g., when dealing with part families setups). 

This thesis considers scheduling rules where setup times are significant. 

1.2 Overview of Flexible Manufacturing Systems 

Major changes in production processes in the industry have created new opportunities 

and challenges in the scheduling area. These changes are inspired by the introduction of 

new process technologies, such as flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs) (Mosier and 

Mahmoodi 2002). Technological flexibility acquisition requires significant initial 

investment where decisions are characterised by being risky and strategic in nature. There 

were several attempts by researchers in the field to configure flexible systems and 

integrate them into production planning and control systems (Garg et al. 2001). 

Implementing just-in-time (JIT) policy requires manufacturing systems to be flexible 

2 
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(responsive) to changes in system environment. For a comprehensive literature review of 

manufacturing flexibility, see DeToni and Tonchia (1998). 

The choice of the extent of flexibility is driven by the market and economic factors. 

Flexibility is more suitable for a multiple product manufacturing system with correlated 

demand. Simulation studies revealed that there can be no unique answer to the flexibility: 

inventory mix and alternative strategies have to be evaluated to determine the best 

scenario for a given situation (Garg et al. 2001). 

Flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs) are capable of manufacturing a wide variety of 

products. Their flexibility arises from machines or robots that are capable of performing 

more than one operation (Potts and Whitehead 2001). 

FMSs have received increasing attention in the last two decades. This is partly due to the 

fact that flexibility is required by manufacturing companies to stay in a highly 

competitive and changing business environment. Over the years, various types of FMSs 

have been designed and implemented worldwide. The existing implementations have 

demonstrated a number of benefits in terms of cost reductions and increase productivity, 

etc. However, these benefits are not easy to realize. Successful implementation of FMSs 

requires solutions of various decision problems faced during design and operation stages 

of these systems (Sabuncuoglu 1998). 

A flexible manufacturing system (FMS) can be defined as a system consisting of 

workstations, automated material handling system(s), and a computer controlled network 

(Browne et al. 1984, Buzacott and Shanthikumar 1980). More specifically, an FMS may 

3 
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be viewed as an embellished job shop with some added constructs, such as automatic tool 

changers and tool magazines, sophisticated fixtures and pallets, central computer control, 

common material handling system(s), and automated loading, and unloading capabilities 

(Millar and Yang 1996). Flexible manufacturing systems are among the relatively new 

emerging technologies that have had a great impact in industry, and are becoming an 

attractive substitute for the conventional means of batch manufacturing (Stecke 1983). 

The aim of an FMS is to achieve the efficiency of automated mass production, while 

utilizing the flexibility of a manual job shop to simultaneously machine several part 

types. 

FMSs are known to improve machine utilization and throughput rate, and reduce 

production lead time and work-in-process inventory by reducing time for tool changes 

and part movements. However, several difficult decision problems must be solved to 

obtain such benefits. Managing production for an FMS is more difficult than for 

production lines and job shops for the following reasons: (1) each machine is quite 

versatile and capable of performing many different operations, (2) the system can 

machine several part types simultaneously, and (3) each part type may have alternative 

routes through the system. These additional capabilities and planning options increase 

both the number of decision variables and the constraints associated with setting up an 

FMS (Stecke 1983). 

1.3 Overview of Innovative Processing Layouts 

Flowshop, job shop and cellular manufacturing processes have received much attention 

from researchers and practitioners since they are widely utilized in the industry and are 

4 
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the basis of more complex production systems. In a flow shop, products follow along 

direct linear routes where large batches of several standardized products are produced. 

Because products are produced in batches, the production system must be changed over 

when a different product is to be produced (Gaither 1996). 

The typical job shop (or functional) layout tends to be on a functional basis, i.e., 

machines capable of carrying out similar operations grouped together. This normally 

means that, for any component to be produced it has to be moved from group to group 

over the shop floor; it can also result in component waiting beside machines for a 

particular operation to be carried out on them which, in turn, can result in a large amount 

of capital being tied up in work-in-process. Traditionally, the manufacturing of 

batch/discrete lots of component parts has taken place in a i process layout where similar 

machines are grouped together in one area of the production plant. Thus, during the 

production process, batches move through various work centres according to specified 

machining sequences (Kattan 1997). 

Cellular manufacturing offers a number of advantages over traditional job shop process 

configurations, including: reduced work-in-process (WIP) inventory and lower 

manufacturing lead times (Shafer and Charnes 1993). These advantages arise because 

processing parts with similar manufacturing requirements and setup characteristics 

reduces the average nUIl)ber of major setups (setups between parts in different families). 

A more detailed description of cellular manufacturing systems will be provided in section 

1.4. Alternative manufacturing systems, however, had also been developed that provide 

good results although they are not as common. 

5 
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1.3.1 Hybrid multi-cell flexible manufacturing system 

A new classification scheme for FMS was presented by MacCarthy and Liu (1993). He 

identified three types of FMSs: single flexible machine (SFM) , flexible manufacturing 

cell (FMC) and multi-cell flexible manufacturing system (MCFMS). An SFM is a 

computer controlled production unit which consists of a single NC or CNC machine tool 

served by a robot as a material handling device with a part storage buffer (Black 1983, 

1988). An FMC is a type of FMS which consists of a group of SFMs with three or fewer 

machines sharing one common material handling device (MacCarthy and Liu 1993), 

whereas an MCFMS is a type of FMS which consists ofa number of FMCs, and their 

operations are linked by an automated material handling system. The operation of the 

entire system is integrated and controlled by a computer network. 

A MCFMS centre is a production system that has the advantage of the production rate of 

an assembly line (product line), yet the flexibility of a job shop. Application of GT is a 

key ingredient in forming appropriate machine cells for MCFMS. Arranging the cell in a 

V-shape form has many advantages; it provides flexibility for worker movement and 

provides the opportunity for machine coupling. 

The workload of the machines and the intercell (movement of parts between 

cells)/intracell (movement of parts within the cell) movements are considered in the 

process of balancing the GT cell's workload and improving the MCFMS alternatives. 

However, the final selection of MCFMS depends on each special case of the application. 

In each application, the cost evaluation and comparison should be conducted for the total 
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cost of the machines, space, labour and material handling equipments among all 

alternatives. Thus, alternative groupings will be generated which provide the 

manufacturers with more flexibility and opportunity to evaluate different options and 

choose an alternative one which is more flexible and the most cost effective. 

The objective of the hybrid multi-cell flexible manufacturing system is to minimize 

machine duplication by increasing its utilization, minimize intercell moves, simplifying 

the scheduling problem and increasing the flexibility of the manufacturing system. A four 

step integrated approach of design and scheduling alternative hybrid multi-cell flexible 

manufacturing system (MCFMS) was developed for such a purpose (Kattan 1997). 

1.3.2 Virtual cellular manufacturing systems 

Considerable attention has been gIven to improving the efficiency of small batch 

manufacturing systems. Small batch manufacturing has traditionally been carried out in a 

job shop environment using a process layout. An alternative approach has been to utilize 

the cellular manufacturing principles of group technology (Kannan and Ghosh 1996). GT 

allows the advantage of flow production in batch manufacturing, through the sub-division 

of production facilities and procedures into discrete and independent cells. Organizing 

production around groups of items with similar production requirements (families) can 

yield improved lead time and due date performance (Greene and Sadowski 1984, Suresh 

and Meredith 1985). 

The concept of physically dividing the factory into smaller units enhances the agility of 

large manufacturing systems. But in the case of small and medium industries, it may not 

7 
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always be possible to do this physical separation for a variety of reasons. Often small 

industries may not need GT at all, as the range of operations may not warrant 

subdivision. However, in the case of medium industries, application of GT may offer 

considerable benefits, but physical separation of the operations into cells can be 

constrained by practical, technical and organisational factors. In such situations, these 

industries may want to have the benefits that GT offers, but without actually breaking 

down the factory into cells. 

It is towards this direction that the formation of virtual cells can offer considerable help. 

These virtual cells are in fact conceptual cells formed in the computer software and do 

not actually exist on the shop floor. A virtual cell is not identifiable as a fixed physical 

grouping of workstations but as data files and processes in a controller. Virtual Cellular 

Mamifacturing (VCM) combines the setup efficiency typically obtained by cellular 

manufacturing systems with the routing flexibility of a job shop (Babu et al. 2000). 

Using family-oriented (group) scheduling rules, machines are allocated temporarily to 

part families, based on prevailing production requirements and machine availability. 

Cells can expand and contract in size, and can increase capacity by obtaining access to 

multiple machines of the same type. On the other hand, the simulation comparison made 

between virtual cell shop and classical GT proved the superiority of virtual cell 

configuration for several criteria. Moily et al. (1992) state that, although implementing 

logical or virtual cells do not provide benefits of reduced materials flow, they do help to 

simplify the scheduling problem as well as provide the advantages of reduced setups. 

8 
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1.4 Overview of Cellular Manufacturing Systems 

The increasingly competitive global marketplace has forced manufacturers to look for 

ways to improve plant efficiency quickly. Cellular manufacturing (CM) is one option that 

is often investigated (Shafer and Charnes 1993). CM is the implementation of the group 

technology. Group technology (GT) is a philosophy that capitalizes on exploiting product 

similarities and was designed as a means of improving design and manufacturing 

productivity to cope with the rapidly expanding product diversity (Wirth et al. 1993). GT 

also exploits the 'sameness' or similarity of operation processes in design and 

manufacture (Salvendy 1982). GT takes advantage of the similarities in design and 

manufacturing attributes of different parts and groups them into families according to 

these similarities (Snead 1989). The similarities among the parts within group technology 

families lead to substantial setup time reductions. To further exploit the part similarities, 

machines should also be arranged into manufacturing cells so that each cell (i.e., a group 

of dissimilar machines) is dedicated to the production of particular families of parts 

(Ranson 1972). 

Cellular manufacturing leads to smaller lot sizes, which in turn results in reduced work

in-process inventory and shorter manufacturing lead times (Huber and Hyer 1985, 

Mahmoodi and Martin 1997). Other benefits mentioned in the literature: improved human 

relations, improved operator expertise, reduced material handling (Greene and Sadowski 

1984, Groover and Zimmers 1984), and better quality (Suresh and Meredith 1985). 

However, several studies evidence this (Flynn and Jacobs 1987, Leonard and Rathmill 

1977, Morris and Tersine 1990, Rathmill and Leonard 1977, Suresh 1992). Dedicating 

9 
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equipment to families results in a loss of pooling synergy, and thus, poor shop 

performance (Suresh and Meredith 1994). Also, other possible disadvantages are reduced 

machine utilization and shop flexibility (Suresh 1992). 

Cellular layout demonstrates superiority over a functional configuration (in terms of 

average time in system and average work-in-process inventory) In a wide variety of 

operating environments Shafer and Charnes (1993). 

The design of cellular manufacturing systems starts with the identification of machine 

cells and part families. The classification of entities, such as machine and manufactured 

components, into cells and families respectively, is based on some measure of similarity 

(Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan 1986). 

The basic data consist of information from the route card arranged in the form of a binary 

matrix known as a machine-part incidence matrix whose columns and rows represent the 

components and machines respectively. The (i, j)th element is 1 if the ith machine is used 

by the jth component. Otherwise it is O. The problem was originally identified by 

Burbidge (1975), who developed some heuristic methods suitable for hand computation. 

Strictly speaking, this simplified approach is valid only when lot sizes of the parts are 

equal, the required processing times are identical and machine capacities are the same for 

all the machines. But, because of its simplicity, the machine-part incidence matrix might 

also be used when the lot sizes are unpredictable, processing times are roughly equal and 

machine capacities are nearly identical. 

10 
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In the design of eMS, an 'exceptional' part is the one that needs to be processed in more 

than one cell and the 'bottleneck' machine is a machine that is needed by many parts 

from different part families. Bottleneck machines are the source of inter-cell moves and 

they are inevitable in most practical manufacturing environments. Finding the optimal 

location of each cell, in the presence of bottleneck machines, is a basic step for solving 

bottleneck machine problems to improve the material flow. Most approaches to solving 

the bottleneck machine problem minimize material handling cost (Wang and Sarker 

2002). 

1.4.1 Similarity coefficients and clustering algorithms in cellular manufacturing 

The similarity coefficient method is more flexible in incorporating various types of 

manufacturing data into the machine cell formation process. This method refers to a set 

of clustering algorithms developed in the field of numerical taxonomy (orderly 

classification of plants and animals according to their presumed natural relationships). A 

similarity measure is defined between pairs of machines or parts, and a clustering 

algorithm is used to group machines into cells or to group parts into families based on 

corresponding similarity measures. (McAuley 1972, Seifoddini 1987a, 1987b). 

The similarity coefficient has been used to form machine cells for cellular manufacturing 

applications. McAuley defined the similarity coefficient between two machines as the 

number of parts visiting both machines divided by the number of parts visiting either 

machine. Seifoddini (1987a) modified McAuley's similarity coefficient to incorporate the 

production volume into the machine cell formation process. Gupta (1988) extended this 
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similarity coefficient to incorporate the effect of operational time and operational 

sequences as well as production volume. 

The average linkage clustering algorithm (ALINK) is devised to overcome the 

deficiencies of the single linkage clustering algorithm, SLINK (Aldenderfer and 

Blashfield 1984). In ALINK, the similarity coefficient between two clusters is calculated 

as the average of all pairwise similarity coefficients between members of the two clusters. 

Such a calculation requires the similarity matrix to be revised every time a new cluster is 

formed. 

1.4.2 Comprehensive machine grouping problem 

Comprehensive machine grouping refers to a grouping problem that incorporates 

processing times, lot sizes and machine capacities. Maximization of the similarities 

among machines and parts in a cell and minimization of the work imbalance subject to 

machine capacities are among the objectives of such comprehensive grouping problems. 

Different versions of comprehensive grouping problems have been studied by a number 

of researchers (Ballakur and Steudel 1987, Rao and Gu 1995, Zolfaghari and Liang 

2003). 

The machine/part grouping problems have proven to be NP-complete and cannot be 

solved in polynomial time. The consideration of processing times, lot sizes and machine 

capacities will further increase computational complexity of the comprehensive grouping 

problem. As a result, some emerging search methods have recently been applied to 

provide approximate solutions. However, the merits of each method and the problems 
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involved in implementation may not be easily apprehended by practitioners, thereby 

posing difficulties in the selection of an efficient heuristic for industrial applications. 

For this reason, Zolfaghari and Liang (2002) performed a comparative study on the 

performance of the following three important search methods: simulated annealing, 

genetic algorithms and tabu search for both binary (considering only machines and part 

families) and comprehensive (involving machine/part types, processing times, lot sizes 

and machine capacities) machine grouping problems. To test the performance of the three 

meta-heuristics, two binary performance indices (grouping efficiency and efficacy) and 

two generalized performance indices (generalized grouping efficiency and efficacy) were 

respectively used for binary and comprehensive machine/part grouping problems. 

The comparisons were made in terms of solution quality, search convergence behaviour, 

and pre-search effort. The results indicated that simulated annealing outperforms both 

genetic algorithm and tabu search particularly for large problems. 

1.4.3 Group scheduling rules 

Given a meaningful classification of parts into families and arrangement of machines into 

cells, many manufacturing professionals believe that utilizing scheduling techniques 

which utilize some of the unique features of cellular manufacturing is essential to counter 

its disadvantages and enhance the likelihood of a successful implementation (Ham et al. 

1979, Vaithianathan and McRoberts 1982, Sinha and Hollier 1984, Mosier and Taube 

1985, Flynn 1987, Mahmoodi et al. 1990). 
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The general argument is that such techniques (commonly known as group scheduling 

heuristics) can enhance the advantages of the similarity among parts in a cellular 

manufacturing by further reducing overall machine setup times, while at the same time 

diminish its disadvantages by adapting to more diverse ranges of part families 

(Mahmoodi 1989, Mahmoodi and Martin 1997). A number of heuristics have been 

proposed to take advantage of this structure (Ruben et al. 1993). 

A typical cell manufactures a number of subfamilies (a subfamily is a collection of parts 

with similar machining or setup characteristics). Group scheduling heuristics are two-

stage procedures that attempt to take advantage of short minor setups while avoiding long 

major setups (Wirth et al. 1993). Major setups are required between parts belonging to 

different subfamilies, while minor setups are required between parts within a subfamily. 

Thus, the first stage involves sequencing jobs within each subfamily, while the second 

consists of determining which subfamily (queue) to select next for processing at a given 

workcenter. Dispatching rules are utilized for the first stage, while queue selection rules 

are used for the second stage. 

The research on group scheduling can be classified into two categories: scheduling flow-

through cells and job shop cells. In a flow-through cell (in its pure form) all the parts 

have identical routes. In a job shop cell, parts may arrive and depart at different 

workcentres and have different routings (Mahmoodi et al. 1990). 

Also, the scheduling rules approach can be classified into exhaustive and non exhaustive. 

The non-exhaustive heuristics allow processing jobs from other subfamily queues after 

completion of each individual job, while the exhaustive heuristic avoid processing jobs 
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from other subfamilies until all the jobs III the current subfamily are processed 

(Mahmoodi et al. 1991). 

Mahmoodi et al. (1990) developed due date oriented group scheduling heuristics for job 

shop environments. They compared single-stage traditional job shop heuristics and the 

two-stage group scheduling heuristics. Group scheduling heuristics that utilized queue 

selection heuristics such as DDFAM (due-date family heuristic which selects the 

subfamily queue whose first job has the most imminent due date) in conjunction with 

SI x (truncated SPT) and SPT dispatching heuristics were among the best performing 

under various environments. 

Mahmoodi et al. (1992) examined a number of group scheduling heuristics in a flow

through cell environment that included traditional single-stage heuristics and the two

stage group scheduling heuristics that have exhibited superior performance in previous 

studies under a rigorous set of experimental conditions. 

Results varied by experimental condition and performance criteria, but in general, two

stage heuristics outperformed single-stage heuristics under all experimental conditions, as 

well as being relatively insensitive to changing experimental conditions. In addition, two 

of the two-stage heuristics displayed superior performance on all performance measures 

under most experimental conditions. These two heuristics were DDSI (due date truncated 

shortest processing time) and MSSPT (minimum setup shortest processing time), first and 

second best performing heuristics respectively. DDSI and MSSPT were selected as the 

scheduling rules implemented in this thesis. 
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1.5 Research Scope and Objectives 

Extensive research has been done on the performance of traditional production systems; 

also, new trends in manufacturing systems are being developed and tested for application 

in different types of manufacturing scenarios. These innovative production systems 

present constraints and are limited to certain applications within the industry and mostly 

do not consider setup times either for simplicity or because they are not part of the 

system. 

Limited or almost no analysis has been carried out on the suitability and measurement of 

a combined manufacturing system. That is, as in the case of this thesis, a flexible 

manufacturing system that processes not only grouped parts but also non-family parts 

within a cellular manufacturing layout. An innovative "hybrid" system has been 

developed in this thesis that attempts to outperform the traditional cellular manufacturing. 
\ 

Both systems (hybrid and cellular) employ group scheduling rules since they are both 

based on group technology to configure the machine cells and part families. 

While reviewing the literature, no research was found that tried to model this type of 

"hybrid" system,. This thesis performs a simulation study of such a system considering a 

cellular layout and setup times. Factors such as due date, quantity, scheduling rules and 

process technologies are considered in the design of the experiment. 

1.6 Thesis Organization 

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 is dedicated to the literature review. In 

Chapter 2, a discussion on the proposed hybrid model and cellular system is presented 
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along with the design of both systems. Chapter 3 presents the simulation model 

assumptions and equations; and the software package implemented for the running of the 

experiment as well as the verification and validation of the simulation model. In Chapter 

4, the statistical analysis of this work is presented and the experimental design is 

discussed. Output analysis of the simulation model, along with the truncation analysis 

and replication method of the initial runs is conducted. The experimental design of the 

simulation includes analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the results. Finally, Chapter 5 

presents conclusions and proposes directions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2: PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

This chapter presents a description of the concepts involved in the proposed hybrid 

manufacturing system. A brief description of the well-known cellular manufacturing 

system is also provided. The introduction to these two manufacturing systems will lead to 

a better understanding of the problem. The performance of these two systems will be 

compared later in Chapter 3. 

2.1 Problem Objectives 

The purpose of this thesis is to compare the performance of a proposed hybrid 

manufacturing system with the well-known cellular manufacturing system as described 

below. The performance measures used for this comparison are mean flowtime, tardiness 

and earliness. These performance measures were selected based on literature related to 

this work (Mahmoodi et al. 1991, 1992). 

2.2 The Cellular Manufacturing System 

Cellular manufacturing is considered as the implementation of group technology (GT). 

GT is a philosophy that searches for similar processing and design characteristics in the 

parts to be produced, and divides them into families according to these characteristics. 
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This grouping of parts into families, leads to minimization of setup times in the system. 

In order to benefit the most from these part similarities, machines should also be grouped 

into manufacturing cells. Each of these cells, consisting of a group of different machines, 

is committed to the manufacturing of particular part families. 

When part families are to be processed, a major one-time setup is required for the entire 

family, and then a minor setup is needed before processing each part. Since this major 

setup is attributed to the entire family, it is referred to as family setup, and since the minor 

setup is part-specific, we refer to it as part setup. 

2.3 The Hybrid Manufacturing System 

The proposed hybrid model functions within a cellular manufacturing system layout. Its 

main characteristic is that parts do not necessarily have to belong to a family in order to 

be processed in the manufacturing cells. The hybrid model consists of family and non-

family parts. The setup time of a part family in the hybrid system is assigned in the same 

way as in the cellular manufacturing system described above. It consists of a family setup 

and a part setup. For non-family parts, their part setup consists of the total setup time of 

the part. That is, the total setup time of a non-family part is not divided into family setup 

and part setup. The inclusion of non-family parts in the hybrid system leads to the 

avoidance of family setups. 

2.3.1 Justification of the hybrid manufacturing system 

Cellular manufacturing systems have demonstrated superiority over job shops (Shafer 

and Charnes 1993). Job shops, functional layouts, or process layouts as they are 
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sometimes called, are manufacturing systems designed to accommodate variety in 

product designs in relatively small batches. Job shops typically use general-purpose 

machines that can be changed over rapidly to new operations for different product 

designs. These machines are usually arranged according to the type of process being 

performed. For example, all machining would be in one department, all assembly in 

another department, and all labelling in another department. 

Simplification of machine tools changeovers, reduction in material handling cost and in

process inventory, minimization of mean flowtime and setup times, as well as easiness of 

production automation are among the main benefits of implementing cellular 

manufacturing over a job shop manufacturing system. 

All of these cellular manufacturing advantages and its superiority over a job shop were 

decisive elements in selecting the cellular system configuration as the layout used for the 

proposed hybrid manufacturing system. In the same manner, these advantages and 

superiority were key in selecting the cellular system as the manufacturing method being 

compared with the proposed hybrid model. 

2.3.2 Flexibility of the hybrid model 

The hybrid model is flexible in several ways. First, the production layout of the hybrid 

model has the ability to be used either as a hybrid manufacturing system or as a cellular 

manufacturing system. Second, the layout flexibility of the model allows for a variability 

of products to be processed, such as part families and independent (i.e., non-family) parts. 
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Also, the hybrid system allows for more parts (non-family) parts to be processed in the 

same cellular manufacturing system. In other words, the hybrid system is a combination 

of the cellular manufacturing system and the job shop. In the following sections, the 

proposed hybrid model will be briefly compared with some recent manufacturing systems 

proposed in the literature. 

2.3.2.1 Comparison with the hybrid multi-cell flexible model 

The hybrid multi-cell flexible manufacturing system is a model developed in 1997 by 

Kattan. Although his model and the hybrid model discussed in this thesis share the term 

hybrid, they are quite different. The difference relies in the way these two systems deal 

with congested machines. Kattan's hybrid multi-cell flex~ble manufacturing system is 

formed by manufacturing cells that can have similar machines among them. Therefore, 

when a manufacturing cell is congested, the system sends the parts waiting to be 

processed to a different cell with a less congested identical machine. 

On the other hand, the hybrid model adopted in this thesis, assumes that parts waiting to 

be processed will remain in the buffer of the cell. These parts will wait there for their next 

operation, until the machine they need becomes available. This will translate into savings 

in material handling since no additional movement of parts among cells will be 

necessary. Also, parts will not interfere with parts being processed in other cells. This 

will further translate into savings in setup times that could be incurred if parts were to 

move to less congested machines, where different parts are being processed. 
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2.3.2.2 Comparison with the virtual cellular manufacturing model 

A virtual cellular manufacturing system (VCM) consists of conceptual or virtual cells. 

These virtual cells are formed in the computer software and do not actually exist on the 

shop floor. Researches and practitioners of the virtual manufacturing system support not 

performing the physical separation of the operations into cells. They argued that 

performing such separations could be constrained by practical, technical and 

organisational factors. 

VCM is flexible in its size and capacity. Virtual cells can expand and contract in size, and 

can increase capacity by obtaining access to multiple machines of the same type. On the 

other hand, the hybrid model configuration layout is fixed. However, material handling 

cost is considerably less in the hybrid model, since family parts do not need to move 

between cells, in order to be processed. Also, parts do not interfere with parts being 

processed in other machines. This will represent savings in setup times that could be 

incurred if parts were to move to a machine where a different part type is being 

processed. 

2.3.3 Design of the hybrid model 

In the hybrid model, the configuration of machine cells and part families was considered 

as a comprehensive machine grouping problem. That is, part types, processing times, lot 

sizes and machines are part of the data problem, and are considered while searching for 

the best design for the model. Once the set of family parts was found by the simulated 
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annealing (SA) method (Zolfaghari and Liang 1998), non-family parts were introduced in 

the system. 

Figure 2.1 shows the configuration of the test problem. As it can be seen, the hybrid 

model consists of three part families (part types 1 to 10) processed in three cells, where 

each of these cells is enclosed in a rectangle. The hybrid model consists as well of 10 

non-family parts that are processed within these three cells (part types 11 to 20). The 

numbers inside the matrix correspond to the processing times (in minutes) of each part. 

Parts 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

M 1 5 3 5 5 3 

a 2 3 1 3 2 5 1 5 

c 3 4 1 2 4 1 

h 4 5 2 3 4 2 1 1 4 3 
i 5 1 5 2 3 2 3 2 
n 6 1 2 4 3 5 4 
e 7 3 3 2 1 4 3 
s 

8 4 1 5 2 

Figure 2.1 Hybrid model matrix configuration 

2.3.4 Design of the cellular manufacturing system 

The cellular manufacturing system was configured out of the hybrid model matrix 

configuration by forcing non-family parts in Figure 2.1 to join the existing cells. For this 

purpose, we used the average linkage clustering algorithm, ALINK (Seifoddini and 

Wolfe 1986). ALINK was selected since it was devised to overcome the deficiencies of 

the single linkage clustering algorithm, SLINK (Aldenderfer and Blashfield 1984). These 

deficiencies in SLINK include the chaining problem and improper machine assignment 

originated every time a new part is added to a cell without updating the similarity matrix. 
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ALINK overcomes this deficiency through an iterative revision of the similarity matrix 

every time a new cell is formed. 

Figure 2.2 shows the solution matrix for the cellular manufacturing system. As it can be 

seen, now there are only three part families (part types one to twenty) to be processed in 

the three cells, each cell is enclosed in a rectangle. The numbers inside the matrix 

correspond to the processing times of each part. 

Parts 
1 2 3 11 15 18 4 5 6 7 12 16 19 20 8 9 10 13 14 17 

M 1 5 3 5 5 3 

a 2 3 1 3 2 1 5 5 

c 3 4 1 4 1 2 

h 4 2 4 3 5 2 3 4 1 1 
i 5 1 5 2 3 2 3 2 
n 6 3 5 4 1 2 4 
e 7 3 3 2 1 4 3 
s 

8 4 1 5 2 

Figure 2.2 eMS matrix configuration 

Notice that the cell size in both manufacturing systems (hybrid and cellular) is well 

within the norm size of a survey of practitioners conducted by Wernrnerlov and Ryer 

(1989). They concluded that two thirds of the organizations with cellular manufacturing 

systems had cells which contained six or less machines. 

It is worthwhile to mention that the machine number in figures 2.1 and 2.2 correspond to 

the type of machine. However, these machine numbers do not necessarily correspond to 

the order in which parts are processed in these machines. For the operation sequences, 

setup times and processing times of the part types in this study please refer to Appendix I. 
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2.4 Deterministic Approach of the Hybrid Model 

The purpose of this section is to introduce some of the variables and equations that would 

arise if the hybrid system were to be considered as a deterministic model. Next, a 

notation list is given, followed by the description of the variables. 

i index of machines, i = 1, ... ,M 

j index of parts, j = 1, ... ,N 

k index of operations, k = 1, ... ,K 

t average time per part 

tijk total time of operation k of part j on machine i 

N number of part types 

Qj batch size of part j 

Ti . total processing time on machine i 

Li average processing time per part on machine i 

Ui utilization of machine 

{ I if machine i is to process operation k of part j 
X ijk o else . 

2.4.1 Average time per part type 

Family and non-family parts in the hybrid model are processed through the 

manufacturing cells of the system where the average time per part can be computed as: 
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t :::: 
N 

(2.1) 

2.4.2 Total processing time on machine i 

The total processing time on machine i is the product of the total time of operation k of 

part j (if machine i is to process operation k of part j) and the batch size of part I that is 

given as: 

Ti :::: 2: 2:tijkQjXijk 
j k 

2.4.3 Utilization of machine i 

(2.2) 

The hybrid model will contain at least one machine for which Ti will be significant as 

compared to other machines. This machine will be referred to as the bottleneck machine 

and is given by: 

Timax = max{Tili :::: 1,2, ... M} (2.3) 

where Timax is employed to calculate the percentage utilization for each machine i; 

computed as: 

y,max 
I 

(2.4) 
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2.4.4 Average processing time per part on machine i 

An important element in the hybrid manufacturing system is how rapidly parts are 

processed within a machine. This is given by the ratio of the total processing time on 

machine i (TD to the number of parts produced in machine i, provided that machine i is to 

process operation k of part j. Thus, the average processing time per part on machine i (LD 

is computed as: 

(2.5) 

2.405 Bottleneck machine for partj 

The bottleneck machine for partj in the hybrid model is computed as: 

Bottleneck machine for partj = Max {Li l:x ijk > 0 } 
i k 

(2.6) 

Equation (2.6) specifies that th~ machine having the maximum processing time per part 

(Li) is the bottleneck machine for part j, provided that all of the machines considered in 

this selection are needed for at least one operation of part j. 

Equations (2.1) to (2.6) were discussed in this section in order to provide insights into the 

operation of the hybrid model. However, simulation will be the modeling tool and 

solving procedure for the comparison of the hybrid and cellular manufacturing systems. 
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The next chapter provides a comprehensive analysis of the simulation study performed in 

this thesis. 

2.5 Model Scheduling Heuristics 

Group scheduling heuristics were developed for implementation III cellular 

manufacturing systems. They can enhance the advantages of the similarity among parts 

by further reducing overall machine setup times. At the same time, group scheduling 

heuristics diminish the cellular system disadvantages by adapting to more diverse ranges 

of part families. 

Since this study compares the performance of a cellular manufacturing system and a 

proposed hybrid model (that functions within a cellular layout) within a simulation 

model, group scheduling heuristics were used in each of these manufacturing systems. 

Group scheduling heuristics consist of two stages. The first stage involves sequencing 

jobs within each family, while the second consists of determining which family queue to 

select next for processing at a given machine. Dispatching rules are utilized for the first 

stage, while queue selection rules are used for the second stage. 

Group scheduling rules can be classified into exhaustive and non-exhaustive. Exhaustive 

heuristics avoid processing jobs from other families until all the jobs in the current family 

are processed. Non-exhaustive heuristics allow processing jobs from other family queues 

after completion of each individual job. 
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Group scheduling research can also be divided into two other classes: scheduling flow

through cells and job shop cells. In a flow-through cell (in its pure form) all the parts 

have identical routes. In a job shop cell, parts may arrive and depart at different machines 

and have different routings .. 

As can be seen from the operation sequences shown in Appendix I, the proposed hybrid 

model and the cellular manufacturing system perform flow-through cell and job shop cell 

movements. Therefore, in order to obtain the best scheduling for the hybrid and cellular 

manufacturing systems that are being compared in this thesis, flow-through cell and job 

shop cell group scheduling rules were reviewed from literature. 

It was found that DDSI and MSSPT group scheduling rules performed the best in a flow

through cell and in a job shop cell environment (Mahmoodi et al. 1992). For this reason, 

they were selected for this study. Next, a description of DDSI and MSSPT group 

scheduling rules is given. 

2.5.1 Due date SIX (DDSI) 

This heuristic utilizes the SP (truncated shortest processing time) heuristic to sequence 

jobs within families. SI X is a two-class truncated SPT heuristic that dynamically assigns 

priority to jobs with zero or negative slack times and orders by SPT (Oral and Malouin 

1973). DDSI attempts to minimize the average number of setups while considering the 

due date performance by choosing the family queue whose first job has the most 

imminent due date. This heuristic is dynamic and exhaustive and attempts to minimize 

the number of very late jobs. While considering due date performance as the main 
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objective, this rule supports what managers consider the most important scheduling 

criterion, which is meeting the due date (Mahmoodi et al. 1988). 

2.5.2 Minimum setup shortest processing time (MSSPT) 

This heuristic utilizes the SPT heuristic to sequence jobs within families. SPT processes 

. jobs in non-decreasing order of processing time and performs especially well in terms of 

flowtime measures. MSSPT focuses on minimizing the number of setups and the total 

setup time .. This is done by exploiting the similarity in setup times among jobs. The 

family queue which requires the least amount of setup is selected. This heuristic is 

dynamic and exhaustive. 

While considering the SPT rule to sequence jobs within families, this group scheduling 

rule supports one of the first research conjectures in the scheduling study area performed 

by Cobham (1954). He concluded that, it is best to keep the servicing times for high

priority units as short as possible since occurrence of long servicing times in units of high 

priority tends to increase the expected wait for units of all levels. 

After having defined the manufacturing systems and group scheduling rules used in this 

study, the following scheduling-manufacturing scenarios can be defined: 

1. MS/HMS: Hybrid manufacturing system with MSSPT group scheduling rule 

2. DD/HMS: Hybrid manufacturing system with DDSI group scheduling rule 

3. MS/CMS: Cellular manufacturing system with MSSPT group scheduling rule 

4. DD/CMS: Cellular manufacturing system with DDSI group scheduling rule 
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2.6 Chapter Summary 

This chapter examined the main aspects related to the description of the problem. The 

justification and flexibility of the hybrid manufacturing system were discussed. Also, the 

hybrid model was compared with other innovative manufacturing systems, such as, the 

multi-cell flexible manufacturing system and the virtual cellular system. The designs of 

the hybrid and cellular manufacturing systems were conducted through the 

implementation of clustering algorithms. The group scheduling heuristics implemented in 

the model for analysis of the system performance were given. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

This chapter introduces the concepts used for the simulation of the model, such as the 

main assumptions of the hybrid and cellular manufacturing systems. The equations and 

variables of the simulation model are provided along with an explanation of the terms. 

The characteristics of the simulation package employed in this thesis, A weSim with 

Visual SLAM, are introduced as well as their implication in the verification and 

validation of the model. 

3.1 Simulation Model 

Simulation is defined by Sadoun (2000) as the imitation of the operation of a system or 

real-world process over time. Manufacturing provides one of the most important 

applications of simulation. Simulation has been the dominant modelling tool of FMSs, 

that has been used effectively in design, implementation and operation of FMSs (Barash 

et al. 1981, Vettin 1977, Jeong and Kim, 1998). 

Other studies have used simulation to compare the performance of a variety of group 

scheduling heuristics in cellular manufacturing systems (e.g., Mosier et al. 1984, Flynn 

1987, Wemmerlov and Vakharia 1991, Ruben et al. 1993). Thus, this study uses 

simulation as the modelling tool to compare a hybrid and a cellular manufacturing 
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systems. The specified systems used here consist of eight machines grouped into three 

manufacturing cells. Refer to section 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 for the layout design of these two 

systems. 

The following assumptions apply in developing the simulation model: 

1. There are different stations i = 1, .. . ,M. Each machine has the ability of 

performing several operations. 

2. Each machine can perform atmost one operation at a time. 

3. Each part may visit each machine only once. 

4. No preemption is allowed. 

5. Setup times are sequence-independent 

6. Exhaustive policy for families is adopted. 

7. Unlimited queue capacity is available. 

8. At each machine, there will be a separate queue for the part families and non

family parts. 

9. Labour is not considered in the analysis of the system. One worker is assumed to 

be assigned to each machine and therefore labour cost is constant. 

10. Distances between machines and between clusters are assumed to be constant. 

3.1.1 Model parameters and equations 

This section introduces the variables and parameters formulated for the development and 

analysis of the hybrid and cellular manufacturing systems in the simulation. First, a 
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notation list is provided and then an explanation for each term is given, when necessary, 

for further clarification. 

1 index of machines, i = 1, ... ,M 

j index ofparts,j = 1, ... ,N 

h index of family, h = 1, ... ,H 

k index of operations, k = 1, .. . ,K 

sij total setup time for partj on machine i 

s[ family setup time for partj on machine i 

s C part setup time for part j on machine i 

j3 ratio of the family setup time to the total setup 

hh family setup time of family h on machine i 

0h set of parts in family h 

N average number of part types in an order 

P probability of a part being selected for processing 

N number of part types 

Q average order size of a part 

-
I average lead time per order 

r variable used in the due date assignment 

3.1.1.1 Processing times 

Processing times for the hybrid and cellular manufacturing systems are the same, these 

times are fixed and provided in Appendix I. Major (family) and minor (part) setup times 
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are not sequence-dependent (e.g., the setup time required to switch from family 1 to 

family 3 is the same as the time required to switch from family 2 to family 3). 

3.1.1.2 Setup times for the system 

It is essential to understand the implementation of part setup times in both hybrid and 

cellular manufacturing systems. The reason for this is that setup times are the main focus 

in developing the differences among these two manufacturing methods. 

The hybrid manufacturing system consists of family and non-family parts, where a setup 

time between parts within the same family is referred as a part setup and a setup time 

between parts in different families is referred as family setup. On the other hand, a setup 

time between non-family parts is referred as a total setup. 

The cellular manufacturing system consists only of part families in which the same setup 

time types (family setup and part setup) are implemented between the family parts as in 

the hybrid manufacturing system. 

Family setup times are assigned to parts based on a total setup value. The total setup time 

of partj on machine i can be divided in family setup and part setup, as represented by the 

following equation: 

(3.1) 

In order to know which fraction of sij would be assigned to the family setup and which to 

the part setup, the ,B variable, where 0 < ,B < 1, is multiplied by the total setup time of the 
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part. The product of this multiplication will be the family setup numerical value (st). 

Whereas the difference between the total setup and the family setup will be the part setup 

(SC ). 

Therefore, f3 can be computed as the ratio of the family setup time to the total setup time. 

This relationship can be expressed by the following formula: 

f sij 
fJ --

sij 
(3.2) 

Given Equation (3.2), the relationship between part setup and fJ can be examined and the 

following equation can be obtained: 

p 
sij 
-= I-fJ 

sij 
(3.3) 

Once the family setup time, S£' is computed for each of ' the family parts through the 

multiplication of f3 and total setup time (sij), a single family setup must be determined for 

each group or part family. This unique family setup time for family h on machine i is 

assigned by the maximum family setup time of all the set of parts that belong to that 

family. This is expressed through the following equation: 

(3.4) 

A list of the setup times in the hybrid and cellular manufacturing systems is provided in 

Appendix I. 
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3.1.1.3 Average number o/part types in an order 

The manufacturing systems considered in this study are assumed to fabricate a relatively 

large range of different products. Therefore, orders are presumed to consist of only a 

fraction of the part types produced by the system. For this purpose, a probability is 

applied to define the likelihood of a part being included in an order. Thus, the average 

number of part types in an order is given by: 

N = P.N (3.5) 

Equation (3.5) implies that only a certain number (determined by a probability) of the 

total number of parttypes in the system, will be selected to be part of an order. 

3.1.1.4 Average order size of a part 

This thesis performs the simulation of a discrete event model. In a discrete event, 

variables change stochastically at a discrete set of points in time. One of the variables in 

the model is the average order size of a part. The average order size of a part is given by: 

Q~ N(,u,a) (3.6) 

As indicated above, Q varies within the system by means of a normal distribution with 

parameters Ii and (j , which correspond to the mean value and standard deviation of the 

normal distribution. 
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3.1.1.5 Average lead time per order 

The average lead time per order is given as: 

- - - -
I=A=N.Q.t (3.7) 

where N == the average number of part types in an order, Q = the average order size of a 

-
part and t = the average time per part in the simulation system. 

The average lead time was fixed to 200 minutes since the reduction of the processing 

time for parts due to setup savings, would process parts rapidly and put the simulation 

system in an idle state. 

3.1.1.6 Order due dates 

The order due dates are taken from a uniform distribution U(a,b) where: 

- - --
a = I - yl , b = I + yl (3.8) 

Equation (3.8) introduces y. This variable is used to obtain the due date of an order. In 

doing so, first, the product obtained from multiplyingy by I will be reduced from the 

average lead time per order (I ), in order to obtain the lower bound of the uniform 

distribution. Then, the product obtained from multiplying y by I will be added to the 

average lead time per order (1 ) in order to obtain the upper bound of the uniform 

distribution. Finally, these low and high values will be used as the uniform distribution 

parameters for the assignment of the order due date. 
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3.1.2 A weSim with Visual SLAM 

The simulation was modelled in AweSim with Visual SLAM (Pritsker and O'Reilly 

1999). AweSim is a general purpose simulation system that includes the Visual SLAM 

simulation language to build discrete event and continuous models. This study simulates 

a discrete event. Discrete event simulation, as described by Banks and Nicol (2001), is 

the modeling of a dynamic system in which state variables change stochastically at a 

discrete set of points in time. 

In this thesis, Visual SLAM provided the framework for modelling the flow of parts 

through the cells. This framework consisted of a network and subnetwork graphic 

structure formed by specialized nodes and branches used to model machines, queues for 

machines, activities, and part (entity) scheduling decisions. In particular, subnetworks 

provide for hierarchical modeling as entities (parts) are transferred from a calling network 

to a subnetwork. The subnetwork model in this study was built in order to avoid 

repetitive modeling of the processing of parts within both the hybrid and cellular 

manufacturing systems. Refer to Appendix II for the model network and subnetwork. 

Finally, the last step in developing a simulation model with AweSim and Visual SLAM 

consists in combining the network and subnetwork description statements with the 

necessary control statements. Control statements provide information about the 

simulation experiment to be performed, and are also part of the echo report. In this study, 

control statements were also generated as an array of product data. This array functioned 
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as a reference for AweSim while performing the simulation of the problem. Control 

statements are provided in the echo output report explained next. 

Output reports are generated by the Visual SLAM processor. The output reports include 

the echo report, summary report and multi-run summary report. The data for each report 

is available from the AweSim database. 

The Network and the Subnetwork are reported in AweSim as a list of statements in an 

Echo Report. This report provides a listing of input statements, where each statement is 

assigned a line number, and, if an input error is detected, an error message is printed 

immediately following the statement where the error occurred. The Visual SLAM 

processor, as mentioned above, interprets each input statement and performs extensive 

checks for possible input errors. 

The Visual SLAM summary report displays the statistical results for the simulation and is 

automatically printed at the end of each simulation run. This report consists of a general 

section followed by the statistical results for the simulation categorized by type. A section 

for each subnetwork instance then reports on the same statistical results by instance. 

If the simulation consists of more than one run, the Visual SLAM multiple run summary 

report displays the average of all runs for each statistic. Maximum average value, 

minimum average value, mean value and standard deviation of the average values of each 

performance measure are examples of some of the statistics given in this type of report. 

Refer to Appendix III for samples of the echo and multi-run summary reports of the 

DD/CMS scenario used for the output analysis in Section 4.1. 
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3.2 Verification of the model 

The purpose of model verification is to assure that the conceptual model is reflected 

accurately in the computerized representation. This might involve making parameter 

changes and ascertaining if performance measures change in the expected manner (Banks 

and Nicol 2001). 

One method of verification is to check that each model element is described correctly and 

that modeling elements are interfaced as specified. AweSim contains the Interactive 

Executive Environment which allows modelers to watch the running of a model as each 

status change occurs at defined breakepoints established by the user. At these 

breakpoints, the modeler can incrementally execute the simulation, examining the 

changes of the state of the model caused by simulation events. 

The Interactive Execution Environment is also used to follow the logical flow described 

in the model. The modeler can simulate to a decision point, save the system status, and 

execute the simulation further from that breakpoint. The modeler can then examine the 

model's response to alternate inputs by restoring the simulation to the previously saved 

state, changing the appropriate inputs, and then restarting the simulation from the 

breakpoint. In this way, the verification process is supported by allowing the user to make 

runs interactively and to access model status variables during an interactive session. 

In the verification process of the model, preliminary runs of the model were made with 

all the randomness removed from the due date and average ord~r size of a part. Counts 

were made on the model logic response for the processing behaviour of each of the 
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:s 

manufacturing-group scheduling scenarios previously described with each of the p and 

y levels. These counts were checked against the number expected from manual 

calculations in order to insure that no discrepancies existed between expected and 

observed model performance. Then, the necessary changes were performed until the 

same calculated results were obtained in the simulation model. 

The Interactive Executive Environment greatly aided in the verification process of the 

model. Errors in modeling logic were isolated and solved while using these features 

available in this debugger. 

3.3 Validation of the model 

Validation is the process of determining that the simulation model is a useful· or 

reasonable representation of the system. Validation is usually achieved through the 

calibration of the model, an iterative process of comparing the model to actual system 

behaviour and using the discrepancies between the two, and the insights gained, to 

improve the model. This process is repeated until model accuracy is judged to be 

acceptable (Kleijnen 1995 and Van Hom 1971). 

Typically, validation is made with respect to requirements established for the actual 

performance of each particular type of system. However, for models of new system 

design such as the case of this thesis, the validation process is more difficult because 

model outputs cannot be compared to measures of actual systems performance. 

Therefore, in order to validate the model, the structure and expected operation of the 

hybrid and cellular manufacturing system designs was compared with the structure and 
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operation of the model. Each individual component (network and subnetwork) of the 

model and the interface between components was examined. The second means of 

validating the manufacturing designs was to review model outputs for reasonableness. 

For example, examination of the utilization of a machine in a system may have revealed 

that its utilization was unreasonably low (or high), a possible error probably caused by 

wrong specification of processing time, or a mistake in model logic that sends too few (or 

too many) parts to this particular server, or any number of other possible parameter 

misspecifications or errors in logic. The reasonableness of the model was also evaluated 

through sensitivity analysis; assessing the sensitivity of outputs to variation of factors in 

the experimental design of this thesis. 

3.4 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, the assumptions of the simulation model were given. The main features 

and a comprehensive explanation of the simulation modeling software package AweSim 

with Visual SLAM used for this study was presented. Also, two important stages in the 

simulation process, verification and validation, were defined. The variables and equations 

used to generate data for the problem, such as, setup times, order size of a part, order due 

dates, etc., were given along with an explanation of the equations that assign values to 

these variables. 
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CHAPTER 4: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

This chapter provides an analysis and discussion of the simulation results. The output 

analysis of the initial simulation runs is conducted. The initial runs of the scenarios are 

performed in order to obtain enough data to conduct the truncation analysis and 

replication method, to finally obtain the run length of the experiment. The results of the 

experimental design section in this chapter are evaluated through analysis of variance 

(ANOVA). 

4.1 Output Analysis 

Output analysis is the examination of data generated by simulation. The purpose of the 

output analysis is to predict the performance of a system or to compare the performance 

of two or more alternative system designs. In a multi-run simulation, Br denotes the 

performance measure for run r. In performing the statistical analysis of the output of all 

runs two essential variables are to be estimated: 

1. The true performance measure e can be estimated by a point estimator 8 such that 

e = E(8). 
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2. Error in the point estimate, in the form of either a standard error or a confidence 

interval. 

Classical methods of statistics may be used because 81, 82 , ... , 8 R constitute a random 

sample; where 8r lr = I, ... R is an independent and identically distributed random variable. 

A 

Since e is the parameter being estimated, then each e r could be considered as an 

unbiased estimate of the true performance measure. 

4.1.1 Initialization bias 

According to the length of its duration and initialization time, there are two types of 

simulation considered in an output analysis, terminating simulation and steady-state 

simulation. A terminating simulation is one that runs for a period of time TE , where E 

corresponds to the event that stops the simulation. If a terminating system simulation is to 

be modelled, the initial conditions of the system at time a must be specified along with 

the specification of the stopping event E. The other type of simulation is referred to as the 

steady state simulation, which is the type used in this study. The steady-state simulation 

objective is to study long-run (steady-state) behaviour of a nonterminating system. Where 

the nonterminating system can be defined as a system that runs continuously or at least 

over a long period of time. 

To reduce the point estimator bias (caused by artificial and unrealistic)nitial conditions) 

in a steady state simulation, the simulation will be run in two phases. An initialization 

phase from time a to time To (obtained through a truncation analysis described in the next 

subsection), followed by a data collection phase from time To to the stopping time To+TE. 
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Data collection on the response variables is for period TE as illustrated in Figure 4.1 

(Banks and Nicol 2001). 

Specified 
initial 

conditions, 
10 

I 

"Steady -state" 
initial 

conditions; 
I 

I 
TE = (TE + ToJ - To 

O~~~ ________________ ~l~~~ ____________________________ ~T.~o+TE 
Initialization phase 

of length To 
Data-collection phase 

of length TE 

Figure 4.1 Initialization and data-collection phase of a steady-state simulation run 

During the initialization phase To, an inconsistent trend in the data is observed. To 

identify the trend in the data and find when it dissipates, a truncation procedure was 

followed for each of the three performance measures: mean flowtime (F), tardiness (T) 

and earliness (E). For simplicity, only the mean flow time (F) performance measure under 

the cellular manufacturing system model with DDSI group scheduling rule (DD/CMS) 

will be described. Although, the same procedure was followed for each of the 

performance measures in the other scheduling-manufacturing scenarios (MS/HMS, 

DD/HMS, MSICMS and DD/CMS). 

4.1.2 Truncation analysis 

Initially, five independent replications were attempted (R==5), each replication beginning 

in the empty and idle state. The total length of each replication was 1000 minutes 

(defined arbitrarily), (To+TE). The response variable was the mean flowtime, F (t, r) at 

time t, where the second argument, r, denotes the replication index (r = 1,2, ... ,5). The 
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output of the simulation was batched in intervals of 100 minutes. The mean value of each 

replication for batchj=I, ... l0 can be calculated as follows: 

1 j(100) 

Yrj =100 'SF(t,r)dt forr=I, ... ,5 andj=I, ... ,l0 
( j-l )100 

(4.1) 

The estimator in Equation 4.1 is simply the time-weighted average flowtime over the 

time interval [(j-l) 100, j(100)). The 10 batch means for the 5 replications are given in 

Table 4.1. 

The ensemble averages are the average of corresponding batch means across replications 

and are given by: 

_ 1 R 

y, =- 22y. ] R rJ 
r=1 

(4.2) 

where R = is the number of runs or replications. 

The ensemble averages Y j , j = 1, 2, ... ,10 are displayed in the last column of Table 4.1. 

Notice that Yl = 52.21 and Y 2 = '148.05 are estimates of mean flowtime over the time 

periods [0,100] and [101,200], respectively, and they are less than most of the other 

ensemble averages Y j (j = 3,4, ... ,10). This is due to downward bias in these estimators, 

since the system is empty and idle at time O. This downward bias of the initial 

observations is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
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Batch, Run Replication, r Ensemble 
-

(j) Length, (T) 1 2 3 4 5 Average, Y j 
1 0-100 55.69 46.43 59.42 48.97 50.52 52.21 
2 101-200 147.70 147.83 149.88 142.83 152.03 148.05 
3 201-300 135.88 126.74 93.37 56.69 162.46 115.03 
4 301-400 189.12 227.62 169.66 175.58 189.35 190.27 
5 401-500 94.570 248.10 158.65 102.97 110.27 142.91 
6 501-600 209.39 277.07 236.84 184.61 201.47 221.88 
7 601-700 248.07 330.18 197.97 199.54 174.41 230.03 
8 701-800 227.96 376.48 292.53 151.52 242.83 258.27 
9 801-900 270.75 393.01 327.68 140.99 278.33 282.15 
10 901-1000 294.97 334.03 369.94 310.10 309.34 323.68 

Table 4.1 Ensemble average for batchj (Y j) 

Flowtime 
350 

300 

250 

200 

150 

100 

50 

0 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Batch 

Figure 4.2 Ensemble averages (Y j) for the DD/CMS (flowtime) scenario 

Figure 4.2 shows that, as time increases, the effect of the initial conditions on later 

observations reduces and the observations appear to vary around a common mean. Table 

4.2 gives the cumulative averages of the sample mean after respectively deleting zero, 

one, two, and up to five batch means from the beginning. That is, the ensemble average 

batch means Y j are calculated when deleting d = 0, 1, ... ,4 observations as: 
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1 j-

Y .. (j,d)=--:-;; L:Yk 
] - k=d+l 

(4.3) 

These d-truncate cumulative averages Y .. ( j, d) are listed in Table 4.2 and plotted for 

comparison purposes in Figure 4.3. From Figure 4.3 it is apparent that downward bias 

exists, and this initialization bias in the point estimator could be reduced by eliminating 

some of the initial batch observations. For the 10 ensemble average batch means in 

Figure 4.3, it appears that the first four observations have considerably more bias than 

any of the remaining ones. Therefore, a 4-truncation is selected to begin the data-

collection phase. 

Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative 

Batch Average Average Average Average Average 

(j) (0-Truncate) ( I-Truncate) (2-Truncate) (3-Truncate) (4-Truncate) 
- - -

Y .. ( j,O) Y .. (j,l) Y .. ( j,2) Y .. (j,3) Y .. (j,4) 
1 52.21 
2 100.13 148.05 
3 105.10 131.54 115.03 
4 126.39 151.12 152.65 190.27 
5 129.69 149.06 149.40 166.59 142.91 
6 145.06 163.63 167.52 185.02 182.39 
7 157.20 174.69 180.02 196.27 198.27 
8 169.83 186.63 193.06 208.67 213.27 
9 182.31 198.57 205.79 220.92 227.05 
10 196.45 212.47 220.53 235.60 243.15 

Table 4.2 The d-truncate cumulative averages Y .. ( j,d ) for the DD/CMS (flowtime) 
scenario 
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Figure 4.3 The d-truncate cumulative averages Y .. ( j, d) for the DD/CMS (flowtime) 
scenario 

This truncation analysis is repeated for all 3 scheduling-manufacturing scenarios on each 

of the 3 performance measures. Results on these computations also indicate that a 4-

truncation would eliminate most of the initialization bias. Therefore, the 4-truncation was 

selected for the entire study. 

Now that the initialization bias in the point estimator has been reduced to a lower level, 

the method of independent replications can be used to estimate point-estimator variability 

and to construct a confidence interval. 

4.1.3 Replication method 

When using the replication method, each replication is regarded as a single sample for the 

purpose of estimating mean flow time, F. The sample mean of all remaining observations 

in replication r, is given by: 
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n 

- 1 ~ Yr(n,d) =--d Yrj 
n - j=d+l 

(4.4) 

where n is the total number of observations and d is the number of deleted observations. 

Since all replications use different random-number streams and all are initialized at time 

o by the same set of initial conditions (10)' the replications averages 

Y d 10,4 ), ... , Y 5(1 0,4) are independent and identically distributed random variables, and 

constitute a random sample from an underlying population having unknown mean 

The overall point estimator, is also given by: 

R 
- 1 ,,-
Y .. (n,d)= R r~Yr(n,d) = 243.15 (4.5) 

Y .. ( n, d )is an approximately unbiased estimator of F. For convenience, the values of· 

Y r(10,4) (the mean of the un,deleted observations from the rth replication) and 

Y .. (10,4) (the mean of YdlO,4), ... ,Y5(10,4), where n = 10 and d = 4 as discussed 

above) will be abbreviated as Y rand Y .. , respectively. 

To estimate the standard error of Y .. , the sample variance is computed first by 

R 
2 1 ,,(:;; -)2 

S =- ~\Yr - Y.. = 3019.88 
R - 1 r=l 

(4.6) 
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Thus, the standard error of Y .. is given by 

- s 
Y = Iv = 24.58 .. -..;R 

(4.7) 

And finally, the 95% confidence interval for F, based on the t-distribution, is given by 

- s - s 
Y .. - tal2,R-l .JR ::::; F::::; Y .. + ta12,R-l .JR (4.8) 

where a is the level of significance that is selected to be 5%. Thus, 

174.918::::; F::::; 311.386. 

The values of the two variables initially requested for the output statistical analysis, 

estimation of the true performance measure, F, and the error of this estimate have been 

calculated. These results were obtained from a simulation consisting of 5 replications 

with a duration of 1000 minutes each,and a computed initialization period with 400 

minutes truncation. 

However, if it is desired to estimate F within a specified precision and confidence 

interval, either one of the following two procedures needs to be performed: 

1. Increase the number of replications R to Rnew
• 

R new 

2. Increase the run length To+ TE to R (To + TE ) as depicted in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 Increased run-length to achieve specified accuracy 

For this study, the long-run performance measure, F, is desired to be estimated within a 
, 

level of accuracy, ± e = 9 and a 95% confidence interval (a =0.05). 

R new 
Therefore a new number of replications (Rnew) and a new run length R(To + TE ) 

will be calculated. Recall that either one of these solutions is valid. However, in order to 

estimate a new run length, Rnewhas first to be calculated, whereas the new run length 

does not need to be known in order to estimate R new . For the purpose of familiarizing the 

reader with both procedures; the two of them will be computed. 

There are two stages for calculating R
new

. The first one involves obtaining an initial 

estimate of the variable through an equation that uses a normal distribution. The second 

stage involves selecting the exact value of R
new 

with a condition that uses student t 

distribution (Banks and Nicol 2001). 
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An initial estimate of Rnew is equal to the smallest integer R greater than or equal 

to( z";s J Once this value is found, it will be incremented until is satisfies the 

following condition: 

(4.9) 

The value of R that satisfies the above condition is the new number of replications Rnew 
• 

Following this procedure Rnew is found to be equal to 146. 

Based on this result, the new run-length for the system can be computed through the 

following equation: 

R new 
, 

New run length = R(To + TE ) = 29,200 minutes, (4.11) 

R new 

with a new initialization period, R ( To) = 11,680 minutes. (4.12) 

These calculations are also computed in each of the other 3 scheduling-manufacturing 

scenarios for each of the 3 performance measures evaluated, as reported in Table 4.3. 

Scenario 
Performance MSIHMS DDIHMS MS/CMS DD/CMS 

Flowtime, F 8,400 17,200 16,800 29,200 

Tardiness, T 6,400 8,800 7,400 16,200 

Earliness, E 1,000 1,800 4,000 2,800 

Table 4.3 New run length (minutes) for each of the performance measures 
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The highest new run length (and its corresponding new initialization period) is selected 

for the entire study. Results in Table 4.3, indicate that the DD/CMS scenario when the 

mean flowtime performance measure is used produces the highest value. Therefore, 

additional data will be deleted, from time 0 to time 11,680 which is the corresponding 

initialization period for the new run length of 29,200 minutes. This new run length and 

initialization period will be implemented for the simulation of all the scenarios in the 

experimental design. 

It is worth mentioning that the total amount of simulation effort in increasing the run 

length is the same as if we had simply increased the number of replication but maintained 

the original run length. 

4.2 Experimental Design 

Four experimental factors were considered in this study. The group scheduling rule 

(GSR): DDSI (due date truncated shortest processing time) and MSSPT (minimum setup 

shortest processing time; the type of manufacturing system (TMS): HMS (hybrid 

manufacturing system) and CMS (cellular manufacturing system), fJ and y. Where f3 is a 

variable used in assigning family setup times, and r is a variable used in assigning order 

due dates (refer to section 3.1.1 for further clarification). Table 4.4 shows the different 

levels chosen for each factor. 
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Factors 
Levels 

1 2 3 
Group scheduling rule (GSR) DDSI MSSPT 
Manufacturing system (TMS) HMS eMS 

f3 0.3 0.5 0.8 

r 0.1 0.3 0.5 

Table 4.4 Levels chosen for each factor 

The sensitivity analysis conducted in this study played an important role in the process of 

validating the model, as discussed in section 3.3. This is done by determining the 

expected behaviour of the model input variables. In order to perform the sensitivity 

analysis values of f3 and r are varied in the model, and they are included as factors in our 

statistical analysis. 

The combination of different levels of the four factors provides a total of 36 (i.e., 

2x2x3x3) experimental conditions. These 36 combinations were studied to measure the 

performance of the hybrid and cellular manufacturing systems under different 

environments. This study considers two dimensions of heuristic performance: how 

efficiently parts are processed through the cell (i.e., mean flowtime), and how well the 

schedules adhere with the due dates (i.e., average tardiness and average earliness). Also, 

given that the parts produced provided interesting results, they were added in the 

experiment as a fourth performance measure, P. It was observed in the output summary 

report of A weSim that the number of parts produced by the hybrid system consistently 

outperformed the cellular system in most scenarios. 

Since the focus of this thesis is to investigate shop performance under steady-state 

conditions, a truncation procedure preceded the analysis of the results. A start-up period 
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of 11,680 minutes was truncated from the total data collection of 29,200 minutes to 

ensure steady-state conditions. It was concluded in the output analysis that the 

initialization period of 11,680 minutes and the new run length of 29,200 minutes would 

provide sufficient precision in estimating the mean differences among· performance 

measures, as well as the confidence interval desired. 

4.2.1 Analysis of results 

Table 4.5 presents the mean values of each of the performance measures for all 36 

experiments. Recall that the number of parts produced by the manufacturing system was 

added as a variable in the experiment. 

To aid the reader graphical representations are also presented in figures 4.5 to 4.8. For 

simplicity, the labels are abbreviated as follows. The first letter and number indicate the y 

level, the second letter and number stand for the f3 level, and the third letter and number 

indicated whether group scheduling rule MSSPT (1) or DDSI (2) was used. A discussion 

of the performance of the hybrid and cellular heuristics with respect to each performance 

measure is presented below. 

For example, G IB 1 S 1 in the x axis indicates: y level of 1 = 0.1, /31evel of 1 = 0.3 and S 

level of 1 = MSSPT rule. For the y axis, recall that performance measure units are given 

in minutes. 
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Performance Measures 

Group Scheduling Rule f3 y Model F T E P 
MSSPT 0.3 0.1 HMS 1419.24 1279.94 61.00 16337 

eMS 1962.41 1813.53 51.30 14655 

0.3 HMS 1419.24 1280.62 62.27 16337 

eMS 1962.41 1813.99 52.12 14655 

0.5 HMS 1419.24 1282.19 64.44 16337 

eMS 1962.41 1815.04 53.53 14655 

0.5 0.1 HMS 1535.83 1390.73 55.21 16324 

eMS 1649.72 1493.94 44.50 13635 

0.3 HMS 1535.83 1391.48 56.57 16324 

eMS 1649.72 1494.04 45.18 13635 

0.5 HMS 1535.83 1393.00 58.69 16324 

eMS 1649.72 1494.71 46.43 13635 

0.8 0.1 HMS 1418.35 1274.68 56.86 .16323 

eMS 1752.18 1599.95 48.08 14464 

0.3 HMS 1418.35 1274.96 58.21 16323 

eMS 1752.18 1600.26 49.01 14464 

0.5 HMS 1418.35 1276.02 60.33 16323 

eMS 1752.18 1601.10 50.48 14464 

DDSI 0.3 0.1 HMS 4751.50 4575.96 24.63 15062 

eMS 1486.30 1305.37 19.59 15038 

0.3 HMS 5263.66 5086.89 24.11 14999 

eMS 1486.39 1306.84 20.85 15422 

0.5 HMS 5113.40 4936.36 23.20 15251 

eMS 1368.23 1188.77 22.25 15947 

0.5 0.1 HMS 5680.19 5494.24 13.93 15431 

eMS 1732.19 1544.01 12.45 14051 

0.3 HMS 5780.10 5593.05 12.78 15401 

eMS 1690.38 1506.63 18.17 14009 

0.5 HMS 5778.60 5594.63 15.90 15491 

eMS 1629.82 1444.25 15.79 13635 

0.8 0.1 HMS 5830.50 5646.67 16.04 15034 

eMS 1296.35 1122.51 26.65 15970 

0.3 HMS 5723.52 5541.08 17.61 15522 

eMS 1532.83 1357.38 25.07 15606 

0.5 HMS 5564.00 5381.77 17.84 15236 

eMS 1486.76 1313.69 29.09 15768 

Table 4.5 Summary of experimental results 
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1 
4.2.1.1 Meanflowtime 

From Figure 4.5, it can be seen that the HMS performed better in terms of mean flowtime 

than the eMS when MSSPT rule was applied. However, it suffered a dramatic increase 

when the DDSI rule was used. Overall, the eMS showed much more consistent results 

than the HMS. The eMS outperformed the HMS when the DDSI rule was applied. Figure 

4.5 also suggests a small effect from the f3 and r factors which will be confirmed later 

using ANOV A. 
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Figure 4.5 Mean flowtime interaction of r level, f3 level and GSR 

4.2.1.2 Tardiness 

Figure 4.6 shows the performance of different scenarios when tardiness is selected as the 

performance measure. When the DDSI rule was applied, the tardiness performance of the 

HMS increases in a high range, and it performs the best when MSSPT is applied. Also, 

when the MSSPT rule is applied, the HMS outperforms the eMS. On the other hand, the 
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CMS keeps a constant performance regardless of the group scheduling rule, showing a 

slightly better performance when the DDSI rule is applied. When the DDSI rule is 

implemented, the HMS is outperformed by the CMS. 

Tardiness 
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Figure 4.6 Tardiness interaction of r level, f3 level and GSR 

4.2.1.3 Earliness 

This thesis searches for the lowest possible value, bigger than zero, of earliness since 

just-in-time (JIT) characteristics are taken into consideration. Results from Figure 4.7 

show that when this performance measure is evaluated both HMS and CMS exhibit a 

significant difference in performance as group scheduling rules are changed. When the 

MSSPT rule is applied the HMS is outperformed by the CMS. When the DDSI rule is 
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applied, the HMS outperforms the eMS, in this case, the difference among the 

performance of the two manufacturing systems is not as clear as in the previous cases. 

Earliness 
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Figure 4.7 Earliness interaction of r level, fJ level and GSR 

4.2.1.4 Parts produced 

The number of parts produced shows constant results in Figure 4.8 for the HMS under the 

MSSPT rule, and it outperforms the eMS. When the DDSI rule is applied, again the 

HMS shows a more consistent performance than the eMS. In terms of the number of 

parts produced, the HMS outperforms the eMS under the MSSPT rule. When the DDSI 

rule is implemented, the eMS outperforms the HMS when fJ = 0.3 and 0.8. When fJ = 

0.5 the number of parts produced in the eMS is highly decreased and outperfoIDled by 

the HMS. 
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Parts produced 
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Figure 4.8 Parts produced interaction of r level, fJ level and GSR 

From figures 4.5 to 4.8 it can be concluded that the HMS outperforms the CMS when the 

MSSPT rule is implemented. This is due to the nature of the HMS and this scheduling 

rule. MSSPT focuses on minimization of number of setup and the total setup time. HMS 

is configured with the objective of minimizing setup times and reducing family setup 

times. Therefore, the MSSPT rule finds the HMS as the best scenario to be implemented, 

and therefore, performs as its best. 

On the other hand, the CMS outperforms the HMS when DDSI rule is implemented and 

overall shows a much more consistent performance than the HMS when the scheduling 

rule is changed. This can be attributed to the consistency of part types that the CMS 

produces. CMS produces family parts and thus provides a more even scenario for this 
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manufacturing system which leads to a consistency in the results obtained by the MSSPT 

and DDSI rules. By the same token, since the HMS produces family parts as well as non-

family parts the system is more sensitive to changes and therefore a significant variation 

of results is depicted when switching between scheduling rules. 

4.2.2 Analysis of effects 

Analysis of variance (ANOV A) was the vehicle for examining the effects of all factors on 

the experimental results. The results of ANOV A were obtained from the trial version of 

the Stat-Ease® experimental design software. These results are presented in tables 4.6 

and 4.7. The letters A, B, C and D correspond to the y, /3, group scheduling rule (GSR) 

and the type of manufacturing system (TMS) factors, respectively. Model p-values for all 
I 

performance measures (flowtime, tardiness, earliness and parts produced) in Table 4.6 

and 4.7 indicate that the model is significant, there is only 0.01 % chance that a Model F-

value this large could occur due to noise. Specifically for flowtime, analysis in Table 4.6 

indicates that C, D, BC, BD and CD are significant model terms, for tardiness C, D, BC, 

BD and CD are significant model terms. Notice that p-values of B for flowtime and 

tardiness of 0.0561 and 0.063.3, respectively, make this factor very close to being 

significant. For earliness, A, E, C, D, BC, BD, CD and BCD are significant model terms 

and for number of parts produced, B, D, BD, CD and BCD are significant model terms. 

The main effect of each of the factors in the model is discussed in detailed below, 

followed by discussion of selected higher order (two or more factors) interaction effects. 

Graphical analysis is presented to argument the discussion of higher order interaction 

effects. 
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Flowtime Tardiness 

R2 =0.9418 R2 =0.9419 
!!=2566.89 !!=2403.06 

Source ~ F ~-value Significance? F ~-value Significance? 

Model 35 66.52797 <0.0001 Y 66.6589 <0.0001 y 
A 2 0.228236 0.7962 N 0.21733 0.8049 N 
B 2 2.938683 0.0561 N 2.812748 0.0633 N 
C 1 700.4194 <0.0001 Y 684.6466 <0.0001 Y 
D 1 690.5737 <0.0001 Y 703.1026 <0.0001 Y 
AB 4 0.643241 0.6325 N 0.644603 0.6316 N 
AC 2 0.693623 0.5014 N 0.696147 0.5002 N 
AD 2 0.167433 0.8460 N 0.166443 0.8468 N 
BC 2 5.581173 0.0046 Y 5.655372 0.0043 Y 
BD 2 6.025435 0.0031 y 5.98147 0.0032 y 
CD 1 918.5274 <0.0001 Y 926.5147 <0.0001 Y 
ABC 4 0.147144 0.9640 N 0.i44979 0.9650 N 
ABD 4 1.473288 0.2133 N 1.473935 0.2132 N 
ACD 2 0.390048 0.6777 N 0.3834 0.6822 N 
BCD 2 0.420078 0.6578 N 0.405064 0.6677 N 
ABCD 4 0.089974 0.9855 N 0.092588 0.9847 N 

Table 4.6 ANOV A results for mean flow time and tardiness 

Earliness Parts Produced 

R2 =0.9359 R2 =0.6432 
!! = 36.95 !! = 15225.13 

Source ~ F ~-value Significance? F ~-value Significance? 

Model 35 60.08632 <0.0001 Y 7.415447 <0.0001 Y 
A 2 4.814135 0.0095 y 0.178817 0.8364 N 
B 2 27.48814. <0.0001 Y 12.53519 <0.0001 Y 
C 1 1913.378 <0.0001 Y 1.666713 0.1988 N 
D 1 20.94564 <0.0001 Y 106.3635 <0.0001 Y 
AB 4 0.34054 0.8485 N 0.343973 0.8479 N 
AC 2 0.664076 0.5163 N 0.204727 0.8151 N 
AD 2 0.080569 0.9226 N 0.084232 0.9193 N 
BC 2 4.755766 0.0100 Y 1.110062 0.3323 N 
BD 2 9.919943 <0.0001 Y 19.29408 <0.0001 Y 
CD 1 62.12556 <0.0001 Y 71.71519 <0.0001 Y 
ABC 4 0.424917 0.7905 N 0.345658 0.8467 N 
ABD 4 0.994099 0.4129 N 0.540021 0.7066 N 
ACD 2 1.228143 0.2959 N 0.09723 0.9074 N 
BCD 2 3.239034 0.0421 Y 3.087882 0.0486 y 
ABCD 4 0.290988 0.8835 N 0.559498 0.6924 N 

Table 4.7 ANOVA results for earliness and number of parts produced 
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4.2.2.1 Effect of r 

The effect of rin tables 4.6 and 4.7 reflects its significance in the assignment of due dates 

(Equation 3.8). ris not significant for the mean flowtime, tardiness and parts produced 

performance measures, but it shows significance on the earliness performance measure. 

The low effect of r will be verified later when higher order interaction effects are 

discussed. 

4.2.2.2 Effect of f3 

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 indicate that the effect of f3, the variable used in calculating family 

setup times (Equation 3.2), on the mean flowtime and tardiness performance measure is 

not significant; however, the value is very close to being significant. With regard to 

earliness and parts produced performance measures, f3 is found to be significant. 

4.2.2.3 Effect of group scheduling rule 

The scheduling rule design factor is significant on the mean flowtime, tardiness and 

earliness performance measure. The group scheduling rule shows no significance with 

regard to the number of parts produced; however, its value is relatively close to being 

significant, as shown in Table 4.7. The significance shown by the group scheduling rule 

is of great meaning since the experimental design of this thesis aims for it to be a 

significant factor in the performance of the HMS and eMS. 
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4.2.2.4 Effect of manufacturing system 

The significance of the manufacturing systems is positive on all four performance 

measures. The overall significance of the manufacturing system term is also of great 

importance in this study, since it plays an important role in the performance of the HMS 

and eMS being tested in this experiment (refer to tables 4.6 and 4.7 for reference of the 

significance of the manufacturing systems). 
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Figure 4.9 rand TMS interaction 
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4.2.2.5 yand manufacturing system interaction 

Figure 4.9 presents the interaction between y(used in the assignment of order due dates) 

and the type of manufacturing system (TMS) under each of the performance measures. 

The yfactor shows no effect on mean flowtime for the HMS which is concurrent with its 

significance in ANOV A. When analyzing tardiness, again, y has no effect on the CMS 

and HMS. Clearly the effect of this factor is more pronounced on the earliness 

performance measure, showing an interesting effect in the same proportion for both 

manufacturing systems. 

Keep in mind that the objective of earliness is to obtain the lowest possible value since· 

just-in-time characteristics are taken into consideration. CMS and HMS are robust to the 

y level in the parts produced performance, although there exists a slight decrease in this 

performance measure of the HMS when y= 0.1, and a slight improvement in the CMS 

when y= 0.5. The robustness in these results is consistent with the low single effect of r 

previously discussed. Overall there exists no interaction between the manufacturing. 

systems and yas the lines in all four figures are almost parallel. 

4.2.2.6 fJ and manufacturing system interaction 

The interaction between fJ and manufacturing systems under different performance 

measures is show in Figure 4.10. With regard to the mean flowtime, the HMS shows a 

relatively robust behaviour for different levels of fJ. In particular, when fJ = 0.3, the 

performance in the HMS is reduced. As fJ increases its value, the HMS becomes stronger. 

The effect of fJ on the CMS is negligible as can be appreciated in this figure. When 
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tardiness performance measure is analyzed, it can be observed that the effect of f3 is very 

similar as that shown by 'Y in the previous subsection. Again, when f3 = 0.3, the HMS 

reduces· its value, whereas the eMS keeps its robustness throughout the levels of f3. There 

is a negligible interaction between the manufacturing systems and f3 for the mean 

flowtime and tardiness performance measures. 
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Figure 4.10 f3 and TMS interaction 
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The interaction between the two factors increases when earliness performance measure is 

analyzed. The manufacturing systems exhibit a strong reaction as the level of f3 increases. 

With regard to the number of parts produced, HMS outperforms the eMS under all levels 

of f3. The effect of this factor is especially significant for the eMS as it varies from f3 = 

0.3 to f3 = 0.8. The CMS shows its lowest performance when f3 = O.S. 

4.2.2.7 Group scheduling rule and manufacturing system interaction 

Figure 4.11 presents the interaction between group scheduling rules and manufacturing 

systems. The significance of these two factors is critical because it will support the 

structure and methodology used in this simulation study. Very interesting results were 

! 
obtained from the interaction of these two factors. For mean flowtime the effect of the 

group scheduling rule is decisive in determining which manufacturing system performs 

the best. Thus, the HMS outperforms the eMS when MSSPT rule is applied, whereas 

when DDSI rule is applied, the CMS outperforms the HMS. With regard to tardiness, an 

almost identical behaviour is found as that in the mean flowtime. The HMS outperforms 

the eMS under the MSSPT rule; however, it falls significantly behind the eMS under the 

DDSI scheduling rule. 

For earliness, again, there exists a significant effect of the GSR on each . of the 

manufacturing systems. In particular the eMS outperforms the HMS under MSSPT rule 

while the HMS outperforms the eMS under the DDSI rule. With regard to the number of 

parts produced, the effect of the GSR is also very significant in both manufacturing 

systems. In this context, the HMS outperforms the eMS when either the MSSPT or DDSI 

group scheduling rule is applied. Figure 4.11 showed a very strong interaction between 
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the two factors, the manufacturing systems and GSR, and it provided essential directions . . 

for determining the behaviour of the manufacturing systems in this experiment. 
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Figure 4.11 GSR and TMS interaction 

4.2.2.8 f3, rand manufacturing system interaction under DDS! rule for mean 

flowtime and tardiness 

The combined effects of /3, r and the manufacturing systems on the mean flowtime and 

tardiness performance measures when the DDSI rule is implemented are shown in Figure 
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4.12. As shown in the graph, the eMS outperforms the HMS when mean flowtime is 

considered. The highest mean flowtime and tardiness has occurred when f3 =0.5. 

Also, the HMS shows improvement as the value of f3 factor is reduced from 0.8 to 0.3. 

On the other hand, the eMS shows its minimum performance when fJ= 0.5. 

4.2.2.9 f3, r and manufacturing system interaction under DDS! rule for earliness and 

parts produced 

The interaction among fJ, r and manufacturing systems under DDSI rule is depicted in 

Figure 4.13. The HMS outperforms the eMS in terms of earliness when fJ= 0.8, and the 

opposite takes place when fJ = 0.3. When fJ = 0.5, on the average, both systems exhibit 

similar performance . 

With regard to the parts produced, the eMS outperforms the HMS with fJ = 0.3 and 0.8, 

while HMS outperforms eMS with fJ = 0.5. It is worth noting that in this figure, the 

value of f3 = 0.5 considerably changes the earliness performance measure and number of 

parts produced, as it occurs when analyzing the mean flowtime and tardiness of the 

previous section. 
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Figure 4.12 f3, rand TMS interaction under DDSI rule for mean flowtime and tardiness 
performance measures 

4.2.3 fJ, rand manufacturing system interaction under MSSPT rule 

Figure 4.14 shows the results for the higher order interaction among /3, rand 

manufacturing system when MSSPT rule is implemented. The average performance 

values was used since as can be seen in Table 4.5, the variation of r within the same fJ 

level provided almost identical performance measure values for each of the 

manufacturing systems. 
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Figure 4.13 /3, rand TMS interaction under DDSI rule for earliness performance 

measure and number of parts produced 

/3 has a considerable effect on the manufacturing systems with regard to mean flowtime. 

For tardiness, /3 produces the same effect in terms of variation as that of the mean 

flowtime. CMS outperforms HMS when mean flowtime, tardiness and earliness 

performances are considered. This is consistent with the group scheduling rule and 

manufacturing system interactions formerly discussed. For the number of parts produced 

the HMS exhibits a very robust performance for all levels of /3, whereas the CMS 

changes its performance when fJ= 0.5. There is a strong interaction among the factors for 
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the mean flowtime and tardiness performance measures, as well as for the parts produces. 

For earliness, there is no significant interaction among factors~ 
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Figure 4.14 f3, r Average and TMS interaction under MSSPT rule 

4.3 Experimental Conclusions 

The f3 experimental factor has a significant effect on the model, as it is shown in 

ANOVA. Its high level of significance in the model is reflected also when discussing 
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c 

main and higher order interaction of this factor with others. This translates to an 

appropriate value of f3 to be used in obtaining family setup times. 

The effects shown by r. indicate that this factor is not significant. ris used in determining 

the bounds of the uniform distribution that assigns order due dates, therefore, a possible 

manner to increase the significance of r might be trying different probability 

distributions in the assignment of order due dates. 

The results of the experiment suggest that for the mean flowtime and tardiness 

performance measures, the HMS outperforms the eMS when the MSSPT rule is 

implemented, while the eMS exhibits superior performance when the DDSI rule is 

applied. With regard to the earliness performance measure, the eMS outperforms the 

HMS in most scenarios. Finally, the HMS provides a. higher number of parts produced 

than the eMS in most cases. 

Thus, if the objective of an industry is either to minimize the number, length and cost of 

setups or to maximize the throughput rate of the system, then the HMS can be 

recommended. However, if the objective is to meet order due dates, then the eMS should 

be implemented. 

4.4 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, the output analysis was conducted in order to define the initialization time 

and run length for the steady-state simulation of this experiment. It consisted of two 

phases: a truncation analysis and the replication method. Also, the experimental design 

was developed. The results of the experiment were discussed using ANOV A. The main 
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and higher order interaction effects for all the factors on each of the scenarios in the 

experiment was discussed. Tables and graphs were provided for a better interpretation 

and analysis of results. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

5.1 Concluding Remarks 

This thesis numerically compares two manufacturing systems via simulation. These 

systems are the cellular manufacturing system (eMS) and the proposed hybrid 

manufacturing system (HMS). Both systems are tested for identical cellular 

manufacturing layout environment. The main distinction among the hybrid and the 

cellular manufacturing system is given by the type of parts they can produce, e.g., family 

or non-family parts. The hybrid system focuses on family and non-family parts while the 

cellular system manufactures family parts only. 

Two group of scheduling rules are considered in this study. The inclusion of group 

scheduling rules as a design factor provided the sequence for part processing on the 

machines of each manufacturing system. These scheduling rules, also helped construct 

the manufacturing-group scheduling scenarios for running the simulation. A truncation 

analysis and replication method is used to determine the values of the initialization time 

and run length to reach steady-state. 

In order to perform the sensitivity analysis, the values of rand f3 are varied in the 

model, and are included as factors in the statistical analysis. 
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Several issues arise from the results of this experiment. First, the group scheduling rule 

and the manufacturing system design factors have a significant impact on the model. In 

particular, the hybrid system shows its best performance when the MSSPT (minimum 

setup shortest processing time) group scheduling rule is applied, whereas the cellular 

system is superior to the hybrid system when DDSI (due date truncated shortest 

processing time) is implemented. 

This study provides evidence of the value of adding flexibility in manufacturing systems. 

The results demonstrate that, by adding non-family parts to the production schedule of 

the hybrid manufacturing system, significant benefits in the performance measures can be 

derived. 

The results of this study can be used as a guide in the choice of the appropriate 

manufacturing system and group scheduling rule heuristics to be selected for a particular 

objective of an organization. If the objective of an industry is to increase the number of 

parts produced or minimize the number, length and cost of setups the hybrid 

manufacturing system is the best alternative but if the objective is to meet order due 

dates, the cellular system should be implemented. 

5.2 Suggestions for Future Research 

The hybrid manufacturing system proposed in this thesis showed positive performance in 

the experimental design. This provides encouragement for extending the study of the 

hybrid model under different manufacturing conditions. The following are some of the 
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proposed settings and changes to be implemented in the hybrid model to expand its 

research: 

1. Vary the system parameters to include random order interarrival times and processing 

times. 

2. Implement sequence-dependent setup times for the parts in the system. This would 

allow performing a comparison with the results obtained with sequence-independent 

setup times in this thesis, to determine the best sequence setup environment for the 

hybrid system. 

3. Investigate other performance measures relevant to manufacturing organizations such 

as work-in-process, quality, scheduling complexity, tooling investment and the 

productivity in the manufacturing system. 

4. Include system constraints that depict a more realistic picture of the hybrid system 

such as system breakdowns, limited material handling capability and buffer capacity. 

5. Investigate other operating factors that may influence the appropriateness of the 

hybrid model such as the variability of the product mix, the effect of bottleneck work 

centers, the density of the machine-part matrix and alternative machine utilization 

levels. 

6. Introduce reassignment process plans that cope with volume variations in the system 

and that help to distribute the extra load of an overloaded machine. 

7. Introduce new dispatching system such as cooperative dispatching and lot-splitting. 
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8. Implement simulation-based real-time scheduling mechanisms. This mechanism 

dynamically selects from a set of possible dispatching rules based on information 

from discrete event simulation information. 

9. Compare real-time scheduling algorithms with off-line scheduling to determine under 

which conditions the hybrid model shows its best performance. 

10. Compare the hybrid model with other manufacturing systems such as job and virtual 

cellular manufacturing. 
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Operation sequence of parts 

Part No. Operation I Operation 2 Operation 3 

PI MI M2 M3 
P2 MI M2 
P3 MI M2 M3 
P4 M4 M5 
P5 M4 
P6 M4 M5 
P7 M4 M5 
P8 M6 M7 M8 
P9 M6 M7 M8 
PIO M6 M8 
Pll M2 M4 MI 
Pl2 M2 M5 M4 
P13 M7 M3 
PI4 M8 M7 M4 
PI5 M2 M4 M6 
PI6 MI M5 
Pl7 M7 M8 M2 
Pl8 M4 M3 
Pl9 M5 M6 
P20 M3 M6 M5 

M = Machine Type 
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Processing times for the hybrid and cellular manufacturing systems (units=minutes) 

Processing time on Processing time on Processing time on 
Part No. operation I operation 2 operation 3 

PI 5 3 4 
P2 3 I 
P3 5 3 I 
P4 5 I 
P5 2 
P6 3 5 
P7 4 2 
P8 I 3 4 
P9 2 3 I 

PIO 4 2 
Pll 2 2 5 
PI2 5 3 I 
P13 I 2 
PI4 5 4 I 
PI5 I 4 3 
PI6 3 2 
PI7 3 2 5 
PI8 3 4 
PI9 3 5 
P20 I 4 2 
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Total setup times used for determining the different setups of the parts in the model (units=minutes) 

Total setup time on Total setup time on Total setup time on 
Part No. operation I operation 2 operation 3 

PI 3 I 2 
P2 I 2 
P3 2 2 I 
P4 I 2 
P5 I 
P6 2 3 
P7 2 I 
P8 2 3 I 
P9 I 2 3 
PIO 3 I 
Pll I 2 3 
PI2 2 3 2 
P13 I 3 
PI4 2 2 I 
PI5 2 I I 
PI6 I 3 
PI7 3 3 I 
PI8 3 I 
PI9 3 2 
P20 I 2 2 
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Total setup times for the hybrid manufacturing system (units=minutes) 

Total Setup Times Family Setup Times Part Setup Times Part 

Part No. 01 02 03 01 02 03 01 02 03 Family 
PI 2.1 0.7 1.4 
P2 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.7 1.4 1 
P3 1.4 1.4 0.7 
P4 0.7 1.4 
P5 0.6 0.9 0.7 2 P6 1.4 2.1 
P7 1.4 0.7 
P8 1.4 2.1 0.7 
P9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7 1.4 2.1 3 

P10 2.1 0.7 
Pll 1 2 3 
P12 2 3 2 
P13 1 3 
P14 2 2 1 
P15 2 1 1 
P16 1 3 
P17 3 3 1 
P18 3 1 
P19 3 2 
P20 1 2 2 

o = Operation number 
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Total setup times for the hybrid manufacturing system (units=minutes) 

Family Setup Times Part Setup Times Part 

Part No. 01 02 03 01 02 03 Family 
PI 0.9 0.6 0.6 2.1 0.7 1.4 
P2 0.9 0.6 0.7 1.4 
P3 0.9 0.6 0.6 1.4 1.4 0.7 

1 Pll 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.7 1.4 2.1 
P15 0.6 0.9 0.3 1.4 0.7 0.7 
P18 0.9 0.6 2.1 0.7 
P4 0.6 0.9 0.7 1.4 
P5 0.6 0.7 
P6 0.6 0.9 1.4 2.1 
P7 0.6 0.9 1.4 0.7 2 P12 0.6 0.9 0.6 1.4 2.1 1.4 
P16 0.3 0.9 0.7 2.1 
P19 0.9 0.6 2.1 1.4 
P20 0.3 0.6 0.9 0.7 1.4 1.4 
P8 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.4 2.1 0.7 
P9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7 1.4 2.1 
P10 0.9 0.9 2.1 0.7 

3 
P13 0.9 0.9 0.7 2.1 
P14 0.9 0.9 0.3 1.4 1.4 0.7 
P17 0.9 0.9 0.3 2.1 2.1 0.7 

o = Operation number 
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Visual SLAM network and subnetwork 
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Model Subnetwork (enlarged 3/3) 
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& 

Echo report 

AweSim Input Translator, version 3.0 
Copyright (C) 1999 Symix Systems, Inc. 

Reading control DDCMS '" 

1 GEN, "Erika", "Thesis",September/24/2003,5,YES,YES; 
2 LIMITS,50,10,,40,30; 
3 ARRAY, 1,10, {20,25,5,200,0.l,O.5,O,O,O,0}; 
4 ARRAY, 2, 70, 

{1,2,3,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,1, .1, .1,0,0,0,0,0,0,5,3,4,0,0,0,0 
,0,3,1,2,0,0,0,0,0,0.9,0.3,0.6,0,0,0,0,0,0.9,0.6,0.6,0,0,0,0,0,2.1,0.7 
,1.4,0,0,0,0,0,0.9,O.6,0.6.0,0,O,O,O,5,7.1,3.7,5.4} ; 

5 ARRAY, 3,70, 
{1,2,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,1, .1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,3,1,0,0,0,0 
,0,0,1,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.3,0.6,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.9,0.6,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.7,1.4,0 
,O,O,O,O,0,0.9,O.6,O,O,O,O,O,O,6,3.7,2.4,0}; 

6 ARRAY, 4,70, 
{1,2,3,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,1, .1, .1,0,0,0,0,0,0,5,3,1,0,0,0,0 
,0,2,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0.6,0.6,0.3,0,0,0,0,0,0.9,0.6,0.6,0,0,0,0,0,1.4,1.4 
,O.7,O,O,O,O,O,O.9,O.6,O.6,0,O,O,O,O,7,6.4,4.4,l.7}; 

7 ARRAY, 5,70, 
{4,5,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,2, .1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,5,1,0,0,0,0 
,0,0,1,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.3,0.6,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.6,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.7,1.4,0 
,O,O,O,O,O,O.6,0.9,O,O,O,O,O,O,l,5.7,2.4,O}; 

8 ARRAY, 6,70, 
{4,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,2,O,O,O,O,O,0,0,0,2,0,0,0,0 
,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.6,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.7,0,0,0,0 
,O,O,O,O.6,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,2,2.7,O,0}; 

9 ARRAY,7,70, 
{4,5,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,2, .1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,3,5,0,0,0,0 
,0,0,2,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.6,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.6,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,0,1.4,2.1,0 
,O,O,O,O,0,0.6,O.9,O,O,O,O,O,O,3,4.4,7.1,O}; 

10 ARRAY, 8,70, 
{4,5,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,2, .1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,4,2,0,0,0,0 
,0,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.6,0.3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.6,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,0,1.4,0.7,0 
,O,O,O,O,O,O.6,O.9,O,0,O,O,O,O,4,5.4,2.7,O}; 

11 ARRAY, 9,70, 
{6,7,B,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,3, .1, .1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,3,4,0,0,0,0 
,0,2,3,1,0,0,0,0,0,0.6,0.9,0.3,0,0,0,0,0,0.9,0.9,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,1.4,2.1 
,O.7,O,O,O,O,O,0.9,O.9,0.9,O,O,O,O,O,B,2.4,5.1,4.7}; 

12 ARRAY, 10,70, 
{6,7,B,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,3, .1, .1,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,3,1,0,0,0,0 
,0,1,2,3,0,0,0,0,0,0.3, O. 6, 0.9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.9, 0 .9, 0 .9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.7,1.4 
,2.1,O,O,O,O,O,O.9,O.9,O.9,O,O,O,O,O,9,2.7,4.4,3.1}; 

13 ARRAY, 11, 70, 
{6,8,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,3, .1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,4,2,0,0,0,0 
,0,0,3,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.9,0.3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.9,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,0,2.1,0.7,0 
,O,O,O,O,O,O.9,O.9,O,O,O,O,O,O,10,6.1,2.7,O}; 

14 ARRAY, 12,70, 
{2,4,l,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,l,2.5,2,O,O,O,O,O,0,2,2,5,0,0,0,0 
,0,1,2,3,0,0,0,0,0,0.3,0.6,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,0.6,0.9,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,0.7,1.4 
,2.1,O,O,O,O,O,O.6,O.9,O.9,O,O,O,O,O,ll,2.7,3.4,7.1} ; 

15 ARRAY, 13,70, 
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{2,5,4,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,2,2, .1,0,0,0,0,0,0,5,3,1,0,0,0,0, 
0,2,3,2,0,0,0,0,0,0.6, ° .9, 0. 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a .6, ° .9, 0.6,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1.4,2 .1, 
1.4,0,0,0,0,0,0.6,0.9,0.6,0,0,0,0,0,12,6.4,5.1,2.4}j 

16 ARRAY, 14,70, 
{7,3,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,3,4.5,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,2,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,1,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.3,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.9,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.7,2.1, 
0,0,0,0,0,0,0.9,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,0,13,1.7,4.1,0}j 

17 ARRAY, 15,70, 
{8,7,4,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,3, .1,2.S,O,O,O,O,O,O,S,4,1,O,O,O, 
0,0,2,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0.6,0.6,0.3,0,0,0,0,0,0.9,0.9,0.3,0,0,0,0,0,1.4,1. 
4,O.7,O,O,O,O,O,O.9,0.9,0.3,O,0,0,0,0,14,6.4,S.4,1.7}j 

18 ARRAY,16,70, 
{2,4,6,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,1,2.S,2,0,0;0,0,0,0,1,4,3,0,0,0,0 
,0,2,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0.6,0.3,0.3,0,0,0,0,0,0.6,0.9,0.3,0,0,0,0,0,1.4,0.7 
, 0.7, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.6, 0.9, 0.3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1S, 2.4,4.7,3.7} j 

19 ARRAY,17,70, 
{1,S,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,2,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,3,2,0,0,0,0, 
0,0,1,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.3,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.3,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.7,2.1,0, 
O,O,O,O,O,O.3,O.9,O,O,O,O,0,O,16,3.7,4.1,0}j 

20 ARRAY, 18,70, 
{7,8,2,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,3, .1,4.S,0,0,0,0,O,O,3,2,S,0,0,0, 
0,0,3,3,1,0,0,0,0, a, ° .9,0 .9, ° .3, a, 0, 0, 0, 0, ° .9, ° .9, 0.3, 0,0, 0, 0, 0,2 .1,2. 
1,0.7,O,O,O,O,O,O.9,O.9,O.3,O,O,0,O,O,17,S.1,4.1,5.7}j 

21 ARRAY,19,70, 
{4,3,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,1,3,0,O,O,O,0,0,0,3,4,0,0,0,0, 
a, 0,3, 1, a, 0, a, 0, a, 0, a .9, a .3,0, 0, a, a, 0, 0, a .9, a .6, 0, 0, a, a, a, 0,2 .1, 0.7, a, 
0,0,0,0,0,0.9,0.6,0,0,0,0,0,0,18,S.1,4.7,0}j 

22 ARRAY,20,70, 
{S,6,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,2,2.S,O,O,o,O,0,0,0,3,S,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,3,2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a .9, 0.6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ° .9, 0.6,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2 .1, 1.4, 
0,O,o,o,O,0,0.9,0.6,0,0,0,0,O,O,19,S.1,6.4,0}j 

23 ARRAY,21,70, 
{3,6,5,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,2,S,2.S,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,4,2,0,0,0,0 
,0,1,2,2,0,0,0,0,0,0.3,0.6,0.6,0,0,0,0,0,0.3,0.6,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,0.7,1.4 
,1.4, 0,0,0,0,0,0.3,0.6,0.9,0,0,0,0,0,20,1.7,5.4,3.4} j 

24 RECORD, 1, ,TNOW, "TIME", {EXCEL}, ,TTBEG,TTFIN" 
{{XX[20], "Part_Index",}, {XX[21], "Due Date",}, {XX[22], "Quantity",}}; 

2S NETWORK, READ; 
26 INITIALIZE,0.0,1200,YES"NOj 
27 FIN; 

CMS successfully read 
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s 

Translated file DDCMS successfully written 

Reading network DDCMS - Pass 1 ... 

1 RESOURCE,9,ResA,1,{9}; 

DDCMS - Pass 1 successfully read 

Reading network DDCMS - Pass 2 ... 

DDCMS - Pass 2 successfully read 

Reading network DDCMS - Pass 3 ... 

2 ASSIGN, {{XX[l],O}},lj 
3 Order_Arrivals: CREATE,200,0.0,ATRIB[0], ,1; 
4 ACTIVITY, 1; 
5 ASSIGN,{{XX[l],O}},l; 
6 ACTIVITY; 
7 Due_Date: ASSIGN, 

{{ATRIB[2],TNOW+UNFRM(ARRAY[1,4],ARRAY[1,5]*ARRAY[1,4], 
ARRAY[1,4]+ARRAY[1,5]*ARRAY[1,4])}},1; 

8 ACTIVITY; 
9 UNBATCH,ARRAY[l,l],l; 

10 ACTIVITY,2; 
11 AWAIT, 9, {{ResA,l}},ALL, ,NONE,l; 
12 ACTIVITY; 
13 ASSIGN,{{XX[l],XX[l]+l}},l; 
14 ACTIVITY, 13, ,,"DETERMIN_GOON_3"; 
15 DETERMIN_GOON_3: GOON, 1; 
16 ACTIVITY,3"PROB(ARRAY[1,6]); 
17 ACTIVITY,4"PROB(1*(1-ARRAY[1,6])), "NETWORKl_FREE_l"; 
18 Quantity: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[l],XX[l]}, 

{ATRIB[3],INT(RNORM(ARRAY[1,2],ARRAY[1,3] ))}},l; 
19 ACTIVITY, 11, , , "HYBRID_ASSIGN_2" ; 
20 HYBRID_ASSIGN_2: ASSIGN,{{XX[2],0}},1; 
21 ACTIVITY; 
22 Routing: GOON, 1; 
23 ACTIVITY,5"ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,XX[2]+1]==9999: 
24 ACTIVITY, 6, ,ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,XX[2]+1]<9999,"Operation_Sequence": 
25 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[5],ATRIB[5]+1}, {ATRIB[10+XX[2]+1],9999}, 

{ATRIB[4],ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,10]}},1; 
26 ACTIVITY: 
27 FREE,{{ResA,l}},l: 
28 ACTIVITY: 
29 UNBATCH,ATRIB[3],1: 
30 ACTIVITY; 
31 Next_Step: GOON, 1; 
32 ACTIVITY,8"ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,ATRIB[S]]<9999; 
33 ACTIVITY,10"ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,ATRIB[5]]==9999, "DETERMIN_ASSIGN_l": 
34 VSNl: 

CALLVSN, "ddcms", , {ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+l,ATRIB[S]] ,ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+l,ATRIB 
[5]+18] ,ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,ATRIB[5] +50] ,ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,ATRIB[5]+42] 
,ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,ATRIB[5]+67], (ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,ATRIB[5]+58] *1000) 
+ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,ATRIB[5]+67],ATRIB[2],ATRIB[4]},1: 

35 ACTIVITY, 9: 
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36 NextOperation: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[5] ,ATRIB[5]+1}},l; 
37 ACTIVITY, 7, , ,"Next_Step"; 
38 DETERMIN_ASSIGN_l: ASSIGN, 

{{XX[20],ATRIB[1]}, {XX[21],ATRIB[2]},{XX[22] ,ATRIB[3]}, 
{XX[23],XX[23]+1}},l; 

39 ACTIVITY, "TNOW<=100; 
40 ACTIVITY, "TNOW>100&&TNOW<=200, DETERMIN_COLCT_3"; 
41 ACTIVITY" ,TNOW>200&&TNOW<=300, DETERMIN_COLCT_6"; 
42 ACTIVITY, "TNOW>300&&TNOW<=400, DETERMIN_COLCT_9"; 
43 ACTIVITY, "TNOW>400&&TNOW<=500, DETERMIN_COLCT_12"; 
44 ACTIVITY" ,TNOW>500&&TNOW<=600, DETERMIN_COLCT_15"; 
45 ACTIVITY, "TNOW>600&&TNOW<=700, DETERMIN_COLCT_18"; 
46 ACTIVITY, "TNOW>700&&TNOW<=800, DETERMIN_COLCT_21"; 
47 ACTIVITY" ,TNOW>800&&TNOW<=900,"DETERMIN_COLCT_24"; 
48 ACTIVITY" ,TNOW>900&&TNOW<=1000,"DETERMIN_COLCT_27"; 
49 ACTIVITY" ,TNOW>1000, "DETERMIN_COLCT_30"; 
50 Time_in_System_1: COLCT, ,TNOW-ATRIB[O] , "TIS Batch1"", ,I; 
51 ACTIVITY; 
52 Tardiness_l: COLCT"MAX(TNOW-ATRIB[2],O), "Tardiness Batchl"""l; 
53 ACTIVITY; 
54 Earlinessl: COLCT, ,~~(-(TNOW-ATRIB[2]) ,0), 

"Earliness Batchl"""l; 
55 ACTIVITY; 
56 DETERMIN_GOON_2: GOON,l; 
57 ACTIVITY; 
58 TERMINATE, INF; 
59 DETERMIN_COLCT_3: COLCT, ,TNOW-ATRIB[Ol,"TIS Batch2" , ",1; 
60 ACTIVITY; 
61 DETERMIN_COLCT_2: COLCT"MAX(TNOW-ATRIB[2] ,0), 

"Tardiness Batch2" , ",1; 
62 ACTIVITY; 
63 DETERMIN_COLCT_l: COLCT"MAX(-(TNOW-ATRIB[2]) ,0), 

"Earliness Batch2"""l; 
6 4 ACTIVITY",," DETERMIN_GOON_2 " ; 
65 DETERMIN_COLCT_6: COLCT, ,TNOW-ATRIB[O] ,"TIS Batch3"" "I; 
66 ACTIVITY; 
67 DETERMIN_COLCT_5: COLCT, ,MAX(TNOW-ATRIB[21,O), 

"Tardiness Batch3" , , ,,1; 
68 ACTIVITY; 
69 DETERMIN_COLCT_4: COLCT"MAX(-(TNOW-ATRIB[2]) ,0), 

"Earliness Batch3" , ",1; 
70 ACTIVITY, '" "DETERMIN_GOON_2"; 
71 DETERMIN_COLCT_9: COLCT, ,TNOW-ATRIB[O] , "TIS Batch4" , , , ,1; 
72 ACTIVITY; 
73 DETERMIN_COLCT_8: COLCT"MAX(TNOW-ATRIB[2] ,0), 

"Tardiness Batch4" , , , ,1; 
74 ACTIVITY; 
75 DETERMIN_COLCT_7: COLCT, ,MAX(-(TNOW-ATRIB[2]) ,0), 

"Earliness Batch4"""l; 
76 ACTIVITY"" "DETERMIN_GOON_2"; 
77 DETERMIN_COLCT_12: COLCT, ,TNOW-ATRIB[O] ,"TIS Batch5"", ,I; 
78 ACTIVITY; 
79 DETERMIN_COLCT_l1: COLCT, ,MAX (TNOW-ATRIB [21 ,0) , 

"Tardiness Batch5"", ,1; 
80 ACTIVITY; 
81 DETERMIN_COLCT_I0: COLCT"MAX(-(TNOW-ATRIB[2]) ,0), 

"Earliness Batch5"" ,,1; 
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82 ACTIVITY, ","DETERMIN_GOON_2"; 
83 DETERMIN_COLCT_15: COLCT, ,TNOW-ATRIB[O] ,"TIS Batch6" , , , ,1; 
84 ACTIVITY; 
85 DETERMIN_COLCT_14: COLCT, ,MAX (TNOW-ATRIB [2] ,0), 

"Tardiness Batch6" , ",1; 
86 ACTIVITYi 
87 DETERMIN_COLCT_13: COLCT, ,MAX(-(TNOW-ATRIB[2]) ,0), "Earliness 

Batch6"", ,1; 
88 ACTIVITY" ,,"DETERMIN_GOON_2"i 
89 DETERMIN_COLCT_18: COLCT"TNOW-ATRIB[O], "TIS Batch7"", ,1; 
90 ACTIVITY; 
91 DETERMIN_COLCT_17: COLCT"MAX(TNOW-ATRIB[2] ,0), 

"Tardiness Batch7"" ,,1; 
92 ACTIVITY; 
93 DETERMIN_COLCT_16: COLCT"MAX(-(TNOW-ATRIB[2]) ,0) , 

"Earliness Batch7" , , , ,1; 
94 ACTIVITY" ,,"DETERMIN_GOON_2"i 
95 DETERMIN_COLCT_21: COLCT"TNOW-ATRIB[O], "TIS Batch8" , , , ,1; 
96 ACTIVITY; 
97 DETERMIN_COLCT_20: COLCT"MAX(TNOW-ATRIB[2] ,0), 

"Tardiness Batch8" , ",1; 
98 ACTIVITY; 
99 DETERMIN_COLCT_19: COLCT"MAX(-(TNOW-ATRIB[2]),0), 

"Earliness Batch8"",,1; 
100 ACTIVITY"" "DETERMIN_GOON_2"; 
101 DETERMIN_COLCT_24: COLCT"TNOW-ATRIB[O], "TIS Batch9" , ",1; 
102 ACTIVITY; 
103 DETERMIN_COLCT_23: COLCT, ,MAX (TNOW-ATRIB [2] ,0), 

"Tardiness Batch9", ",1; 
104 ACTIVITY; 
105 DETERMIN_COLCT_22: COLCT, ,MAX(-(TNOW-ATRIB[2]) ,0), 

"Earliness Batch9", ",1; 
106 ACTIVITY", ,"DETERMIN_GOON_2"; 
107 DETERMIN_COLCT_27: COLCT, , TNOW-ATRIB [0] ,"TIS Batch10", I' ,1; 
108 ACTIVITY; 
109 DETERMIN_COLCT_26: COLCT, I MAX (TNOW-ATRIB [2] ,0), 

"Tardiness Batch10"", ,1; 
11 0 ACTIVITY; 
111 DETERMIN_COLCT_25: COLCT, ,MAX(-(TNOW-ATRIB[2]) ,0), 

"Earliness Batch10", ",1i 
112 ACTIVITY"" "DETERMIN_GOON_2"; 
113 DETERMIN_COLCT_30: COLCT, , TNOW-ATRIB [0] , "TIS BatchX"", ,1; 
114 ACTIVITY; 
115 DETERMIN_COLCT_29: COLCT, ,MAX (TNOW-ATRIB [2] ,0), 

"Tardiness BatchX" , , ,,1; 
116 ACTIVITY; 
117 DETERMIN_COLCT_28: COLCT"MAX(-(TNOW-ATRIB[2]) ,0), 

"Earliness BatchX" , , ,,1; 
118 ACTIVITY" ,,"DETERMIN_GOON_2"; 
119 Operation_Sequence: ASSIGN, {{XX[2] ,XX[2J+1}},1; 
120 ACTIVITY; 
121 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[10+XX[2]] ,ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,XX[2]]}},1; 
122 ACTIVITY"" "Routing" ; 
123 NETWORK1_FREE_1: FREE,{{ResA , 1}},1; 
124 ACTIVITY; 
125 TERMINATE,INF; 
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126 :ATRIB[2]=Due Dates (randomly assigned) = UNIFORM(l-
(alfa)l,l+(alfa)l) . 

127 jl=ARRAY[1,4]=Average lead time per order=N*Q*t=10*120*7.7=9240 
128 :Alfa can be any percentage (e.g.10%) defined by ARRRAY[1,5] 
129 :N=Average order of parts (batch size)=P*N=Probability*Total 

NoParts=0.5*20=10 
130 :Q=ARRAY[1,2]=Order size of a part=miu symb.=120 
131 :ARRAY[1,1]=20 Parts of the mfg system 
132 jt=Average lead time per 

part=(Sum(i)*Sum(j)*Sum(k)*tijk)/N=154/20=7.7 
133 ;t(i,j,k)=Time for processing operation k of part j on machine i 
134 ;probability of a part being selected for processing or not 
135 :ATRIB[5]=Next operation 
136 ;can be assigned one entity at a time. 
137 ;ATRIB[1]=Part No 
138 ;ResA is assigned so the operation sequence (XX[2]), machine 

number (ATRIB10+XX[2]) and family number (ATRIB[4]) , 
139 jATRIB[3]=Quantity to be produced of each selected part 
140 jARRAY[1,2]=Miu. ARRAY[1,3]=Sigma 

DDCMS - Pass 3 successfully read 
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Reading subnetwork DDCMS ... 

1 VSN,DDCMS,{{MachNo,LONGVAL,MachineNo.}, {pTime,DOUBLEVAL,Processing 
Time}, {sTime,DOUBLEVAL,Part Setup Time}, {fTime,DOUBLEVAL,Farnily 
Setup Time}, {SPTime,DOUBLEVAL,Shortest Processing Time 
(pTime+sTime)},{MS,DOUBLEVAL,Minimurn Setup}, {DD,DOUBLEVAL,Slack 
Time = Due Date - TNOW},{Farnily,DOUBLEVAL, }}; 

2 RESOURCE,11,F1_M1,1, {11}; 
3 RESOURCE,21,F1_M2,1,{21}; 
4 RESOURCE, 31,F1_M3, 1, {31}; 
5 RESOURCE, 41,F1_M4, 1, {41}i 
6 RESOURCE, 4,Machine_4, 1, {4}i 
7 RESOURCE, 51,F1_M5, 1, {51}i 
8 RESOURCE, 5,Machine_5, 1, {5}i 
9 RESOURCE,61,F1_M6,1,{61}i 

10 RESOURCE,6,Machine_6,1,{6}i 
11 RESOURCE, 71,F1_M7, 1, {71}i 
12 RESOURCE, 7 , Machine_7 ,1, {7} i 
13 RESOURCE, 8,Machine_8, 1, {8}i 
14 RESOURCE, 81,F1_M8,1, {81}i 
15 RESOURCE,l,Machine_1,l,{1}i 

.16 RESOURCE,3,Machine_3,l,{3}i 
17 RESOURCE, 2,Machine_2, 1, {2}i 
18 RESOURCE,72,F2_M7,l,{72}i 
19 RESOURCE, 73,F3_M7, 1, {73}i 
20 RESOURCE, 62,F2_M6,1, {62}i 
21 RESOURCE,63,F3_M6,l,{63}i 
22 RESOURCE,52,F2_M5,l,{52}; 
23 RESOURCE, 53, F3_M5, 1, {53} i 
24 RESOURCE, 42,F2_M4, 1, {42}; 
25 RESOURCE, 43,F3_M4, 1, {43}i 
26 RESOURCE, 32,F2_M3, 1, {32}i 
27 RESOURCE, 33,F3_M3, 1, {33}i 
28 RESOURCE, 23,F3_M2,1, {23}i 
29 RESOURCE, 22,F2_M2, 1, {22}i 
30 RESOURCE,12,F2_M1,l, {12}i 
31 RESOURCE,13,F3_M1,l,{13}i 
32 RESOURCE, 83,F3_M8,l, {83}i 
33 RESOURCE,82,F2_M8,l,.{82}i 
34 RESOURCE, 74,Selected_7, 1, {74}i 
35 RESOURCE, 64,Selected_6, 1, {64}i 
36 RESOURCE, 54,Selected_5, 1, {54}i 
37 RESOURCE, 4'4,Selected_4, 1, {44}i 
38 RESOURCE, 34,Selected_3, 1, {34}i 
39 RESOURCE, 24, Selected_2, 1, {24}i 
40 RESOURCE, 14,Selected_1,1, {14}i 
41 RESOURCE, 84,Selected_8,l, {84}i 
42 PRIORITY, {{8,LVF((ATRIB[7]*10000)+DD)}}i 
43 PRIORITY,{{7,LVF((ATRIB[7]*10000)+DD)}}i 
44 PRIORITY, {{6,LVF((ATRIB[7]*10000)+DD)}}i 
45 PRIORITY, {{5,LVF((ATRIB[7]*10000)+DD)}}i 
46 PRIORITY, {{4,LVF((ATRIB[7]*10000)+DD)}}i 
4 7 PRIORITY, {{3, LVF ( (ATRIB [7] *10000) +DD) }} i 

48 PRIORITY, {{2,LVF((ATRIB[7]*10000)+DD)}}i 
49 PRIORITY,{{l,LVF((ATRIB[7]*10000)+DD)}}i 
50 PRIORITY, {{83,LVF((((DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 

(ABS(DD-TNOW- SPTime)))*lOO)+SPTime)}}i 
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51 PRIORITY, {{82,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}: 

52 PRIORITY, {{81,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}: 

53 PRIORITY, {{73,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}: 

54 PRIORITY, {{72,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}: 

55 PRIORITY, {{71,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}: 

56 PRIORITY, {{63,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}; 

57 PRIORITY, {{62,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}: 

58 PRIORITY, {{61,LVF ( ( ( (DD-TNOW-SPTime) / 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}: 

59 PRIORITY, {{53,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}: 

60 PRIORITY, {{52,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}; 

61 PRIORITY, {{ 51, LVF « ( (DD-TNOW-SPTime) / 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}; 

62 PRIORITY, {{43,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}; 

63 PRIORITY, {{42,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}; 

64 PRIORITY, {{41,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}: 

65 PRIORITY, {{33,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}: 

66 PRIORITY, {{32,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}; 

67 PRIORITY, {{31,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}; 

68 PRIORITY, {{23,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}; 

69 PRIORITY, {{22,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}; 

70 PRIORITY, {{21,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}; 

71 PRIORITY, {{13,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}i 

72 PRIORITY, {{12,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}i 

73 PRIORITY, {{ll,LVF««DD-TNOW-SPTime)/ 
(ABS(DD-TNOW-SPTime»)*100)+SPTime)}}; 

74 EQUIVALENCE, {{SPTime,ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,ATRIB[5]+67]}}i 
75 EQUIVALENCE, {{DD,ATRIB[2]}}i 
76 i* IN ORDER TO CHANGE FROM MS RULE TO DD, WE JUST HAVE TO GO TO 

THE EDIT ACTION BAR, SELECT CONTROLS AND EDIT THE CHANGE IN THE 
FILE OF EACH MACHINE 

77 ipTime = Processing Time of the Part 
78 iActivity 1, 5, 9, 13 : "fTime" if, First Family Part to be 

Processed or Different Family Part as the Last Part Processed 
79 isTime = Setup Time of the Part 
80 iActivity 2, 6, 10, 14 : Non-Family Part or Same Family Part as 

the Last Part Processed 
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, 
1 

81 :fTime = Family time of the (Family) Part 
82 :Activity 3, 7, 11, 15 : "sTime + p Time" if, Different Part 

Number as the Last Part Processed 
83 :SPTime = Shortest Processing Time of the Part = sTime + pTime 
84 :Activity 4, 8, 12, 16 : "pTime" if, Same Part Number as the Last 

Part Processed 
85 ;MSTime = Minimum Setup Rule. (Stime*M)+SPTime 
86 :DDTime = Due Date Rule. (Due Date of the Part*M)+SPTime 
87 ;M = Maximum Number 
88 ENTERVSN" 1: 
89 ACTIVITY",MachNo==l: 
90 ACTIVITY",MachNo==2,"Machine_2 
91 ACTIVITY",MachNo==3,"Machine_3 
92 ACTIVITY",MachNo==4,"Machine_4 
93 ACTIVITY",MachNo==5,"Machine_5 
94 ACTIVITY",MachNo==6,"Machine_6 
95 ACTIVITY",MachNo==7,"Machine_7 
96 ACTIVITY",MachNo==8,"Machine_8 
97 GOON, 1: 
98 ACTIVITY",ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,10]==1: 
99 ACTIVITY",ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,10]==2,"F2M1": 

100 ACTIVITY",ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,10]==3,"F3M1": 
101F1M1: AWAIT, 11, {{F1_M1,1}},ALL"NONE,1; 
102 ACTIVITY" ,XX[ll]==Family; 
103 ACTIVITY" ,XX[l1] !=Family, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_1": 
104 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],0}},1: 
105 ACTIVITY: 
106 LNCMS16_GOON_1: GOON, 1: 
107 ACTIVITY: 
108 M1: AWAIT, 1, {{Machine_1,1}},ALL"NONE,1; 
109 ACTIVITY" ,NNRSC(14)==1: 
110 ACTIVITY" ,NNRSC (14) ==0, "DDATE3_GOON_1"; 
111 AWAIT,14,{{Selected_1,1}},ALL"NONE,1: 
112 ACTIVITY: 
113 ASSIGN, {{XX[11],ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,10]}},1: 
114 ACTIVITY: 
115 GOON, 1: 
116 ACTIVITY, 1, fTime, Family! =ARRAY[XX [3] +1,10] , , , "Family Setup M1": 
117 ACTIVITY,2"Fami1y==ARRAY[XX[3]+1,10]","NF&sameF M1": 
118 GOON, 1: 
119 ACTIVITY, 3, (sTime+pTime)-.OOl,ATRIB[l] !=XX[3]", 

"Setup+Process M1": 
120 ACTIVITY,4,pTime-.001,ATRIB[1]==XX[3]", "Process M1": 
121 ASSIGN, {{XX[3],ATRIB[1]}},1; 
122 ACTIVITY",NNQ(l»=l: 
123 ACTIVITY" .001" "LNCMS8_GOON_1": 
124 FREE, {{Machine_1,1}},1: 
125 ACTIVITY",NNQ(l»=l: 
126 ACTIVITY" . 001, , "LNCMS8_GOON_1"; 
127 FREE, {{Machine_1,1}},1: 
128 ACTIVITY" .001: 
129 LNCMS8_GOON_1: GOON, 1: 
130 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(ll) ==1&&NRUSE(12) ==1&&NRUSE(13) ==1: 
131 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(11)==1&&NRUSE(12)==1&&NRUSE(13)==0, 

"DDATE3_FREE_2": 
132 ACTIVITY, "NRUSE(11)==1&&NRUSE(12)==0&&NRUSE(13)==1, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_1S"; 
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133 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(11)==1&&NRUSE(12)==0&&NRUSE(13)==0, 
"LNCMS4_FREE_16" ; 

134 ACTIVITY", NRUSE (11) ==O&&NRUSE (12) ==l&&NRUSE (13) ==1, 
"DDATE3_FREE_3"; 

135 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(11)==0&&NRUSE(12)==0&&NRUSE(13)==1, 
"LNCMS4_FREE_17" ; 

136 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(11)==0&&NRUSE(12)==1&&NRUSE(13)==0, 
"LNCMS4_FREE_18"; 

137 FREE,{{F1_M1,1},{F2_M1,1},{F3_M1,1}},1; 
13 8 ACTIVITY; 
139 LNCMS16_GOON_17: GOON, 1; 
140 ACTIVITY; 
141 DDATE3_FREE_1: FREE, {{Selected_1,1}},1; 
142 ACTIVITY; 
143 FREE, {{Machine_1,1}},1; 
144 ACTIVITY, , , , "TEST1_RETURNVSN_1" ; 
145 TEST1_RETURNVSN_1: RETURNVSN,O.O,l; 
146 DDATE3_FREE_2: FREE,{{F2_M1,1},{F1_M1,1}},1; 
147 ACTIVITY", , "LNCMS16_GOON_17"; 
148 LNCMS4_FREE_15: FREE,{{F1_M1,1},{F3_M1,1}},1; 
149 ACTIVITY, ","LNCMS16_GOON_17"; 
150 LNCMS4_FREE_16: FREE,{{F1_M1,1}},1; 
151 ACTIVITY" ,,"LNCMS16_GOON_17"; 
152 DDATE3_FREE_3: FREE, {{F2_M1,1}, {F3_M1,1}},1; 
153 ACTIVITY", , "LNCMS16_GOON_17"; 
154 LNCMS4_FREE_17: FREE,{{F3_M1,1}},1; 
155 ACTIVITY", , "LNCMS16_GOON_17"; 
156 LNCMS4_FREE_18: FREE,{{F2_M1,1}},1; 
157 ACTIVITY"""LNCMS16_GOON_17"; 
158 DDATE3_GOON_1: GOON, 1; 
159 ACTIVITY" ,ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==1,"F1M1"; 
160 ACTIVITY" ,ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==2,"F2M1"; 
161 ACTIVITY",ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==3,"F3M1"; 
162 LNCMS16_ASSIGN_1: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],1}},1; 
163 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_1" ; 
164 F2M1: AWAIT, 12, {{F2_M1,1}},ALL, ,NONE, 1; 
165 ACTIVITY" ,XX[ll]==Family; 
166 ACTIVITY" ,XX[l1] !=Family, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_9"; 
167 ASSIGN,{{ATRIB[7],0}},1; 
168 ACTIVITY; 
169 LNCMS16_GOON_9: GOON, 1; 
170 ACTIVITY, , , , "M1" ; 
1 71 LNCMS16_ASSIGN_9: ASSIGN, { {ATRIB [7] , 1} } ,.1; 
172 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_9" ; 
173 F3M1: AWAIT, 13, {{F3_M1,1}},ALL, ,NONE, 1; 
174 ACTIVITY, "XX[ll]==Family; 
175 ACTIVITY", XX [11] ! =Family, "LNCMS1 7 _ASSIGN_1 " ; 
176 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],0}},1; 
177 ACTIVITY; 
178 LNCMS17_GOON_1: GOON, 1; 
179 ACTIVITY"" "M1"; 
180 LNCMS17_ASSIGN_1: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],1}},1; 
181 ACTIVITY", , "LNCMS17_GOON_1"; 
182 Machine_2: GOON, 1; 
183 ACTIVITY" ,ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==1,,10; 
184 ACTIVITY",ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==2, "F2M2",10; 
185 ACTIVITY" , ARRAY [ATRIB [1) +1, 10)==3, "F3M2"; 
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186 F1M2: AWAIT, 21, {{F1_M2,l}},ALL"NONE,l; 
187 ACTIVITY" ,XX[12]==Family; 
188 ACTIVITY", xx [12] ! =Family, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_2 " ; 
189 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],O}},l; 
190 ACTIVITYi 
191 LNCMS16_GOON_2: GOON, 1; 
192 ACTIVITY i 
193 M2: AWAIT, 2, {{Machine_2,l}},ALL"NONE,l; 
194 ACTIVITY, "NNRSC(24)==1; 
195 ACTIVITY" ,NNRSC(24)==O,"DDATE3_GOON_2"i 
196 AWAIT, 24, {{Selected_2,l}},ALL, ,NONE, 1; 
197 ACTIVITY; 
198 ASSIGN, {{XX[12],ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+l,10]}},li 
199 ACTIVITYi 
200 GOON,li 
201 ACTIVITY,5,fTime,Family!=ARRAY[XX[4]+l,10]" ,"Family Setup M2"i 
202 ACTIVITY, 6, ,Family==ARRAY[XX[4]+l,10]", "NF&sameF M2"; 
203 GOON,li 
204 ACTIVITY, 7, (sTime+pTime)-.OOl,ATRIB[l] !=XX[4J", 

"Setup+Process M2"i 
205 ACTIVITY,8,pTime-.001,ATRIB[lJ==XX[4J", "Process M2"; 
206 ASSIGN, {{XX[4J,ATRIB[1]}},li 
207 ACTIVITY" ,NNQ(2»=li 
208 ACTIVITY" .001" "LNCMS8_GOON_2"i 
209 FREE, {{Machine_2,l}},li 
210 ACTIVITY",NNQ(2»=1; 
211 ACTIVITY" . 001, , "LNCMS8_GOON_2" i 

212 FREE, {{Machine_2,l}},li 
213 ACTIVITY" .001; 
214 LNCMS8_GOON_2: GOON, Ii 
215 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(21)==1&&NRUSE(22)==1&&NRUSE(23)==li 
216 ACTIVITY, "NRUSE(21)==1&&NRUSE(22)==1&&NRUSE(23)==O, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_22"i 
217 ACTIVITY, "NRUSE(21)==1&&NRUSE(22)==0&&NRUSE(23)==l, 

"LNCMS4~FREE_21"; 

218 ACTIVITY, "NRUSE(21)==1&&NRUSE(22)==0&&NRUSE(23)==O, 
" LNCMS4_FREE_2 0" i 

219 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(21) ==0&&NRUSE(22) ==1&&NRUSE(23) ==1, 
"LNCMS4_FREE_19"i 

220 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(21)==0&&NRUSE(22)==0&&NRUSE(23)==l, 
"LNCMS4_FREE_2"i 

221 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(21) ==0&&NRUSE(22) ==1&&NRUSE(23) ==0, 
"LNCMS4_FREE_l"i 

222 FREE, {{F2_M2,l}, {F3_M2,l},{F1_M2,l}},li 
223 ACTIVITYi 
224 LNCMS16_GOON_18: GOON,li 
225 ACTIVITYi 
226 DDATE3_FREE_7: FREE, {{Selected_2,l}},li 
227 ACTIVITYi 
228 FREE, {{Machine_2,l}},li 
229 ACTIVITY" ,,"TEST1_RETURNVSN_l"i 
230 LNCMS4_FREE_22: FREE,{{F2_M2,l},{F1_M2,l}},li 
231 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_18"i 
232 LNCMS4_FREE_21: FREE,{{F3_M2,l},{Fl_M2,l}},li 
233 ACTIVITY" ,,"LNCMS16_GOON_18"i 
234 LNCMS4_FREE_20: FREE,{{Fl_M2,l}},li 
235 ACTIVITY" ,,"LNCMS16_GOON_18"i 
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236 LNCMS4_FREE_19: FREE, {{F2_M2,1}, {F3_M2,1}},1; 
237 ACTIVITY"""LNCMS16_GOON_18"; 
238 LNCMS4_FREE_2: FREE, {{F3_M2,1}},1; 
239 ACTIVITY"""LNCMS16_GOON_18"; 
240 LNCMS4_FREE_1: FREE,{{F2_M2,1}},1; 
241 ACTIVITY",,"LNCMS16_GOON_18"; 
242 DDATE3_GOON_2: GOON, 1; 
243 ACTIVITY",ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==1,"F1M2"; 
244 ACTIVITY",ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==2,"F2M2"; 
245 ACTIVITY",ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==3,"F3M2"; 
246 LNCMS16_ASSIGN_2: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],1}},1; 
247 ACTIVITY" ,,"LNCMS16_GOON_2"; 
248 F2M2: AWAIT, 22, {{F2_M2,1}},ALL"NONE,1; 
249 ACTIVITY, "XX[12]==Family; 
250 ACTIVITY, , , XX [12] ! =Family, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_10" ; 
251 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],0}},1; 
252 ACTIVITY; 
253 LNCMS16_GOON_10: GOON, 1; 
254 ACTIVITY"" "M2"; 
255 LNCMS16_ASSIGN_10: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7] ,1}},1; 
256 ACTIVITY" ,,"LNCMS16_GOON_10"; 
257 F3M2: AWAIT, 23, {{F3_M2,1}},ALL"NONE,li 
258 ACTIVITY",XX[12]==Family; 
259 ACTIVITY" ,XX[12] !=Family, "LNCMS17_ASSIGN_2"; 
260 ASSIGN,{{ATRIB[7],0}},1; 
261 ACTIVITY; 
262 LNCMS17_GOON_2: GOON, 1; 
263 ACTIVITY" ,,"M2"; 
264 LNCMS17_ASSIGN_2: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7] ,1}},1; 
265 ACTIVITY" ,,"LNCMS17_GOON_2"; 
266 Machine_3: GOON, 1; 
267 ACTIVITY" ,ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1, 10]==1; 
268 ACTIVITY",ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==2,"F2M3"; 
2 69 ACTIVITY", ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1,10] ==3, "F3M3"; . 
270 F1M3: AWAIT, 31, {{F1_M3,1}},ALL"NONE,1; 
271 ACTIVITY",XX[13]==Family; 
272 ACTIVITY", XX [13] ! =Family, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_3" ; 
273 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],0}},1; 
274 ACTIVITY; 
275 LNCMS16_GOON_3: GOON, 1; 
276 ACTIVITY; 
277 M3: AWAIT, 3, {{Machine_3,1}},ALL"NONE,1; 
278 ACTIVITY",NNRSC(34)==1; 
279 ACTIVITY, "NNRSC(34)==0,"DDATEC_GOON_22"; 
280 AWAIT, 34, {{Selected_3,1}},ALL, ,NONE, 1; 
281 ACTIVITY; 
282 ASSIGN, {{XX[13],ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]}},1; 
283 ACTIVITY; 
284 GOON, 1; 
285 ACTIVITY,9,fTime,Family!=ARRAY[XX[5]+1,10]", "Family Setup M3"; 
286 ACTIVITY,10"Family==ARRAY[XX[5]+1,10], ,,"NF&sameF M3"; 
287 GOON, 1; 
288 ACTIVITY, 11, (sTime+pTime)-.OOl,ATRIB[l] l=XX[5] ", 

"Setup+Process M3"; 
289 ACTIVITY,12,pTime-.001,ATRIB[l]==XX[5], ,,"Process M3"; 
290 ASSIGN, {{XX[5],ATRIB[l]}},1; 
291 ACTIVITY" ,NNQ(3»=1; 
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292 ACTIVITY" .001" "LNCMSB_GOON_3"; 
293 FREE, {{Machine_3,1}},1; 
294 ACTIVITY" ,NNQ(3»=1; 
295 ACTIVITY" .001" "LNCMSB_GOON_3"; 
296 FREE, {{Machine_3,1}},1; 
297 ACTIVITY" .001; 
29B LNCMS8_GOON_3: GOON, 1; 
299 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(31) ==1&&NRUSE(32) ==1&&NRUSE(33) ==1; 
300 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(31)==1&&NRUSE(32)==1&&NRUSE(33)==0, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_ 4 " ; 
301 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(31)==1&&NRUSE(32)==0&&NRUSE(33) ==1, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_23 " ; 
302 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(31) ==l&&NRUSE (32) ==0&&NRUSE(33) ==0, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_24" ; 
303 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(31)==0&&NRUSE(32) ==1&&NRUSE(33) ==1, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_3" ; 
304 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(31) ==0&&NRUSE(32) ==0&&NRUSE(33)==1, 

" LNCMS 4_FREE_2 5 " ; 
305 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(31)==0&&NRUSE(32) ==1&&NRUSE(33) ==0, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_26"; 
306 FREE,{{F1_M3,1},{F2_M3,l},{F3_M3,1}},1; 
307 ACTIVITY; 
308 LNCMS16_GOON_19: GOON, 1; 
309 ACTIVITY; 
310 FREE, {{Selected_3,1}},1; 
311 ACTIVITY; 
312 DDATE3_FREE_13: FREE, {{Machine_3,1}},1; 
313 ACTIVITY",," TEST1_RETURNVSN_1 " ; 
314 LNCMS4_FREE_4: FREE, {{F1_M3,1}, {F2_M3,1}},1; 
315 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_19"; 
316 LNCMS4_FREE_23: FREE, {{F1_M3,1},{F3_M3,1}},1; 
317 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_19"; 
318 LNCMS4_FREE_24: FREE,{{F1_M3,1}},1; 
319 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_19"; 
320 LNCMS4_FREE_3: FREE,{{F2_M3,1},{F3_M3,1}},1; 
321 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_19"; 
322 LNCMS4_FREE_25: FREE, {{F3_M3,1}},1; 
323 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_19" ; 
324 LNCMS4_FREE_26: FREE, {{F2_M3,1}},1; 
325 ACTIVITY", , "LNCMS16_GOON_19"; 
326 DDATEC_GOON_22: GOON, 1; 
327 ACTIVITY, "ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,10]==1, "F1M3"; 
328 ACTIVITY, "ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,10]==2, "F2M3"; 
329 ACTIVITY, "ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,10]==3, "F3M3"; 
330 LNCMS16_ASSIGN_3: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],1}},1; 
331 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_3"; 
332 F2M3: AWAIT, 32, {{F2_M3,1}},ALL"NONE,1; 
333 ACTIVITY" ,XX[13]==Family; 
334 ACTIVITY", XX [13] ! =Family, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_ll" ; 
335 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],0}},1; 
336 ACTIVITY; 
337 LNCMS16_GOON_11: GOON, 1; 
338 ACTIVITY" ,,"M3"; 
339 LNCMS16_ASSIGN_11: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],1}},1; 
340 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_ll"; 
341 F3M3: AWAIT, 33, {{F3_M3,1}},ALL, ,NONE, 1; 
342 ACTIVITY" ,XX[13]==Family; 
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343 ACTIVITY", XX [13] ! =Family, "LNCMS17_ASSIGN_3" ; 
344 ASSIGN,{{ATRIB[7],0}},1; 
345 ACTIVITY; 
346 LNCMS17_GOON_3: GOON,l; 
347 ACTIVITY"" "M3"; 
348 LNCMS17_ASSIGN_3: ASSIGN,{{ATRIB[7],l}},li 
349 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS17_GOON_3"; 
350 Machine_4: GOON,l; 
351 ACTIVITY" ,ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==1; 
352 ACTIVITY, , ,ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==2, "F2M4"; 
353 ACTIVITY",ARRAY[ATRIB[1)+1,10)==3,"F3M4"; 
354 F1M4: AWAIT, 41, {{F1_M4,l}},ALL"NONE,1; 
355 ACTIVITY, "XX[14]==Family; 
356 ACTIVITY" ,XX[14) !=Family, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_4"; 
3 5 7 ASSIGN, { {ATRIB [7] , O}} , 1 ; 
358 ACTIVITY; 
359 LNCMS16_GOON_4: GOON, 1; 
360 ACTIVITY; 
361 M4: AWAIT, 4, {{Machine_4,l}},ALL"NONE,1; 
362 ACTIVITY",NNRSC(44)==1; 
363 ACTIVITY" ,NNRSC(44)==0, "DDATEC_GOON_24" ; 
364 AWAIT, 44, {{Selected_4,1}},ALL, ,NONE, 1; 
365 ACTIVITY; 
366 ASSIGN,{{XX(14),ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+l,10)}},l; 
367 ACTIVITY; 
368 GOON,l; 
369 ACTIVITY,13,fTime,Family!=ARRAY[XX[6]+1,10)", "Family Setup M4"i 

370 ACTIVITY,14"Family==ARRAY[XX[6)+1,10)" , "NF&sameF M4"; 
371 GOON, 1; 
372 ACTIVITY, 15, (sTime+pTime)-.OOl,ATRIB[l) !=XX[6)", 

"Setup+Process M4"; 
373 ACTIVITY,16,pTime-.001,ATRIB[l]==XX(6) ","Process M4"; 
374 ASSIGN, {{XX[6),ATRIB[l]}},li 
375 ACTIVITY",NNQ(4»=1; 
376 ACTIVITY" .001, , "LNCMS8_GOON_4"; 
377 FREE,{{Machine_4,l}},1; 
378 ACTIVITY",NNQ(4»=1; 
379 ACTIVITY" .001,,"LNCMS8_GOON_4"; 
380 FREE, {{Machine_4,1}},1; 
381 ACTIVITY" .001; 
382 LNCMS8_GOON_4: GOON, 1; 
383 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(41)==1&&NRUSE(42)==1&&NRUSE(43)==li, 
384 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(41)==1&&NRUSE(42)==1&&NRUSE(43)==0, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_6" ; 
385 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(41) ==l&&NRUSE (42) ==0&&NRUSE(43) ==1, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_27"; 
386 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(41) ==l&&NRUSE (42) ==0&&NRUSE(43) ==0, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_28"; 
387 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(41)==0&&NRUSE(42)==1&&NRUSE(43)==1, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_5"i 
388 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(41)==0&&NRUSE(42)==0&&NRUSE(43)==1, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_29"; 
389 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(41)==0&&NRUSE(42)==1&&NRUSE(43)==0, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_30" ; 
390 FREE,{{F1_M4,1},{F2_M4,1},{F3_M4,1}},1; 
391 ACTIVITY; 
392 LNCMS16_GOON_20: GOON, 1; 
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393 ACTIVITY; 
394 DDATE3_FREE_19: FREE, {{Selected_4,1}},1i 
395 ACTIVITY; 
396 FREE, {{Machine_4,1}},1i 
397 ACTIVITY",," TEST1_RETURNVSN_1" i 

398 LNCMS4_FREE_6: FREE, {{F1_M4,1}, {F2_M4,1}},1i 
399 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_20"; 
400 LNCMS4_FREE_27: FREE, {{F3_M4,1}, {Fl_M4,1}},li 
401 ACTIVITY", , "LNCMS16_GOON_20"; 
402 LNCMS4_FREE_28: FREE, {{Fl_M4,l}},l; 
403 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_20"; 
404 LNCMS4_FREE_5: FREE, {{F2_M4,1}, {F3_M4,l}},l; 
405 ACTIVITY" ,,"LNCMS16_GOON_20"; 
406 LNCMS4_FREE_29: FREE,{{F3_M4,l}},li 
407 ACTIVITY" " "LNCMS16_GOON_20"; 
408 LNCMS4_FREE_30: FREE, {{F2_M4,l}},li 
409 ACTIVITY" ,,"LNCMS16_GOON_20"i 
410 DDATEC_GOON_24: GOON,li 
411 ACTIVITY", ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1, 10) ==1, "FIM4" ; 
412 ACTIVITY", ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1, 10] ==2, "F2M4" i 

413 ACTIVITY" ,ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==3, "F3M4"; 
414 LNCMS16_ASSIGN_4: ASSIGN,{{ATRIB[7],l}},li 
415 ACTIVITY" ,,"LNCMS16_GOON_4"; 
416 F2M4: AWAIT, 42, {{F2_M4,l}},ALL, ,NONE, 1; 
417 ACTIVITY" ,XX(14)==Farnily; 
418 ACTIVITY" ,XX(14) !=Farnily, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_12" ; 
419 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB(7) ,0}},l; 
420 ACTIVITY; 
421 LNCMS16_GOON_12: GOON,li 
422 ACTIVITY"" "M4"; 
423 LNCMS16_ASSIGN_12: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB(7) ,l}},li 
424 ACTIVITY" ,,"LNCMS16_GOON_12"i 
425 F3M4: AWAIT,43,{{F3_M4,l}},ALL"NONE,1; 
426 ACTIVITY" ,XX(14)==Farnily; 
427 ACTIVITY", XX [14] ! =Farnily, "LNCMSl7_ASSIGN_4" ; 
428 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],O}},l; 
429 ACTIVITY; 
430 LNCMS17_GOON_4: GOON,l; 
431 ACTIVITY, " ,"M4"; 
432 LNCMS17_ASSIGN_4: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7] ,1}},1; 
433 ACTIVITY", , "LNCMS17_GOON_4"i 
434 Machine_5: GOON,l; 
435 ACTIVITY" , ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1, 10]==1; 
436 ACTIVITY" , ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1, 10]==2, "F2M5"; 
437 ACTIVITY", ARRAY [ATRIB (1) +1,10] ==3, "F3M5" ; 
438 F1M5: AWAIT, 51, {{F1_M5,l}},ALL"NONE,l; 
439 ACTIVITY" ,XX(15)==Farnily; 
440 ACTIVITY" ,XX[15] !=Farnily, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_5"; 
441 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],O}},l; 
442 ACTIVITY; 
443 LNCMS16_GOON_5: GOON, 1; 
444 ACTIVITY; 
445 M5: AWAIT, 5, {{Machine_5,1}},ALL, ,NONE, 1; 
446 ACTIVITY" ,NNRSC(54)==1; 
447 ACTIVITY, "NNRSC(54)==0, "DDATEC_GOON_26"; 
448 AWAIT, 54, {{Selected_5,l}},ALL, ,NONE,1i 
449 ACTIVITY; 
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450 ASSIGN, {{XX[15),ARRAY[ATRIB[l)+1,10)}},1; 
451 ACTIVITY; 
452 GOON,l; 
453 ACTIVITY,17,fTime,Familyl=ARRAY[XX[7]+1,10], ,,"Family Setup M5"; 
454 ACTIVITY,18"Family==ARRAY[XX[7]+1,10]", "NF&sameF M5"; 
455 GOON,l; 
456 ACTIVITY, 19, (sTime+pTime)-.OOl,ATRIB[l] l=XX[7]", 

"Setup+Process M5"; 
457 ACTIVITY,20,pTime-.001,ATRIB[1]==XX[7]","Process M5"; 
458 ASSIGN, {{XX[7],ATRIB[1]}},1; 
459 ACTIVITY, "NNQ(5»=1; 
460 ACTIVITY" .001""LNCMS8_GOON_5"; 
461 FREE, {{Machine_5,1}},1; 
462 ACTIVITY" ,NNQ(5»=1; 
463 ACTIVITY" .001" "LNCMS8_GOON_5"; 
464 FREE, {{Machine_5,1}},1; 
465 ACTIVITY" .001; 
466 LNCMS8_GOON_5: GOON, 1; 
467 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(51) ==l&&NRUSE (52) ==l&&NRUSE (53) ==1; 
468 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(51) ==1&&NRUSE(52) ==1&&NRUSE(53) ==0, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_8"; 
469 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(51) ==l&&NRUSE (52) ==O&&NRUSE (53) ==1, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_31"; 
470 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(51)==1&&NRUSE(52)==0&&NRUSE(53)==0, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_32"; 
471 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(51)==0&&NRUSE(52)==1&&NRUSE(53)==1, 

" LNCMS4_FREE_ 7 " ; 
472 ACTIVITY, "NRUSE(51)==0&&NRUSE(52)==0&&NRUSE(53)==1, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_33"; 
473 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(51) ==0&&NRUSE(52) ==1&&NRUSE(53) ==0, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_34"; 
474 FREE, {{F1_M5,1}, {F2_M5,1},{F3_M5,1}},1; 
475 ACTIVITY; . 
476 LNCMS16_GOON_22: GOON, 1; 
477 ACTIVITY; 
478 FREE, {{Selected_5,1}},1; 
479 ACTIVITY; 
480 DDATE3_FREE_25: FREE, {{Machine_5,1}},1; 
481 ACTIVITY" ,,"TEST1_RETURNVSN_1"; 
482 LNCMS4_FREE_8: FREE,{{F1_M5,1},{F2_M5,1}},1; 
483 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_22"; 
484 LNCMS4_FREE_31: FREE,{{F1_M5,1},{F3_M5,1}},1; 
485 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_22" ; 
486 LNCMS4_FREE_32: FREE, {{F1_M5,1}},1; 
487 ACTIVITY", , "LNCMS16_GOON_22"; 
488 LNCMS4_FREE_7: FREE, {{F2_M5,1}, {F3_M5,1}},1; 
489 ACTIVITY" ,,"LNCMS16_GOON_22"; 
490 LNCMS4_FREE_33: FREE,{{F3_M5,1}},1; 
491 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_22"; 
492 LNCMS4_FREE_34: FREE,{{F2_M5,1}},1; 
493 ACTIVITY", , "LNCMS16_GOON_22"; 
494 DDATEC_GOON_26: GOON, 1; 
495 ACTIVITY", ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1,10] ==1, "FlM5" ; 
496 ACTIVITY", ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1,10] ==2, "F2M5" ; 
497 ACTIVITY" ,ARRAY [ATRIB [1) +1, 10]==3, "F3M5"; 
498 LNCMS16_ASSIGN_5: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7] ,l}},1; 
499 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_5"; 
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500 F2M5: AWAIT, 52, {{F2_M5,l}},ALL, ,NONE,l: 
501 ACTIVITY, "XX[15]==Family; 
502 ACTIV'ITY" ,XX[15] !=Farnily, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_13" ; 
503 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],O}},l; 
504 ACTIVITY; 
505 LNCMS16_GOON_13: GOON, 1: 
506 ACTIVITY"" "M5"; 
507 LNCMS16_ASSIGN_13: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],l}},l; 
508 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_13" : 
509 F3M5: AWAIT, 53, {{F3_M5,l}},ALL, ,NONE, 1: 
510 ACTIVITY" ,XX[15]==Family; 
511 ACTIVITY" ,XX[15] !=Farnily, "LNCMS17_ASSIGN_5": 
512 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],O}},l; 
513 ACTIVITY; 
514 LNCMS17_GOON_5: GOON, 1; 
515 ACTIVITY"" "M5"; 
516 LNCMS17_ASSIGN_5: ASSIGN,{{ATRIB[7],l}},l: 
517 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS17_GOON_5"; 
518 Machine_6: GOON, 1; 
519 ACTIVITY" ,ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+l,10]==1; 
520 ACTIVITY" , ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1, 10]==2, "F2M6"; 
521 ACTIVITY" , ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1, 10]==3, "F3M6": 
522 F1M6: AWAIT, 61, {{F1_M6,l}},ALL, ,NONE,l: 
523 ACTIVITY" ,XX[16]==Family; 
524 ACTIVITY", XX [16] ! =Family, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_6" ; 
525 ASSIGN,{{ATRIB[7],O}},1; 
526 ACTIVITY; 
527 LNCMS16_GOON_6: GOON, 1; 
528 ACTIVITY;' 
529 M6: AWAIT, 6, {{Machine_6,l}},ALL, ,NONE, 1; 
530 ACTIVITY, "NNRSC(64)==1; 
531 ACTIVITY", NNRSC (64) ==0, "DDATE3_GOON_3" ; 
532 AWAIT, 64, {{Selected_6,l}},ALL"NONE,l: 
533 ACTIVITY; 
534 ASSIGN, {{XX[16],ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+l,10]}},l; 
535 ACTIVITY; 
536 GOON,1; 
537 ACTIVITY,21,fTirne,Farnily!=ARRAY[XX[8]+l,10]", "Family Setup M6"; 
538 ACTIVITY, 22, ,Family==ARRAY[XX[8]+1,10]", "NF&sameF M6"; 
539 GOON,1; 
540 ACTIVITY, 23, (sTirne+pTirne)-.OOl,ATRIB[l] !=XX[8]", 

"Setup+Process M6"; 
541 ACTIVITY,24,pTirne-.00l,ATRIB[l]==XX[8]","Process M6"; 
542 ASSIGN, {{XX[8],ATRIB[1]}},l: 
543 ACTIVITY" ,NNQ(6»=1; 
544 ACTIVITY" .001" "LNCMS8_GOON_6": 
545 FREE, {{Machine_6,l}},l: 
546 ACTIVITY" ,NNQ(1»=6: 
547 ACTIVITY" .001" "LNCMS8_GOON_6"; 
548 FREE, {{Machine_6,l}},l; 
549 ACTIVITY" .001; 
550 LNCMS8_GOON_6: GOON, 1; 
551 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(61) ==1&&NRUSE(62) ==1&&NRUSE(63) ==1; 
552 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(61)==1&&NRUSE(62)==1&&NRUSE(63)==O, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_10": 
553 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(61)==1&&NRUSE(62)==0&&NRUSE(63) ==1, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_35"; 
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554 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(61)==1&&NRUSE(62)==0&&NRUSE(63)==0, 
"LNCMS4_FREE_36"; 

555 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(61)==0&&NRUSE(62)==1&&NRUSE(63)==l, 
"LNCMS4_FREE_9" ; 

556 ACTIVITY, "NRUSE(61)==0&&NRUSE(62)==0&&NRUSE(63)==l, 
" LNCMS4_FREE_3 7" ; 

557 ACTIVITY, "NRUSE(61)==0&&NRUSE(62)==1&&NRUSE(63)==O, 
"LNCMS1 7 _FREE_1 " ; 

558 FREE, {{F1_M6,l},{F2_M6,1},{F3_M6,l}},l; 
559 ACTIVITY; 
560 LNCMS16_GOON_23: GOON, 1; 
561 ACTIVITY; 
562 DDATE3_FREE_31: FREE, {{Se1ected_6,1}},1; 
563 ACTIVITY; 
564 FREE, {{Machine_6,l}},1; 
565 ACTIVITY"" "TESTl_RETURNVSN_1"; 
566 LNCMS4_FREE_10: FREE,{{F1_M6,l},{F2_M6,l}},l; 
567 ACTIVITY, ", "LNCMS16_GOON_23"; 
568 LNCMS4_FREE_35: FREE,{{F1_M6,1},{F3_M6,l}},1; 
569 ACTIVITY" ,,"LNCMS16_GOON_23"; 
570 LNCMS4_FREE_36: FREE, {{F1_M6,1}},1; 
571 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_23"; 
572 LNCMS4_FREE_9: FREE,{{F2_M6,1},{F3_M6,1}},1; 
573 ACTIVITY"""LNCMS16_GOON_23"; 
574 LNCMS4_FREE_37: FREE, {{F3_M6,l}},l; 
575 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_23"; 
576 LNCMS17_FREE_l: FREE,{{F2_M6,l}},1; 
577 ACTIVITY"""LNCMS16_GOON_23"; 
578 DDATE3_GOON_3: GOON, 1; 
579 ACTIVITY",ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+l,10]==l,"FlM6"; 
580 ACTIVITY, "ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,10]==2, "F2M6"; 
581 ACTIVITY" ,ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,10]==3, "F3M6"; 
582 LNCMS16_ASSIGN_6: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],1}},l; 
583 ACTIVITY"""LNCMS16_GOON_6"; 
584 F2M6: AWAIT, 62, {{F2_M6,1}},ALL, ,NONE, 1; 
585 ACTIVITY, "XX[16]==Fami1y; 
586 ACTIVITY" ,XX[16] !=Family, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_14" ; 
587 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],O}},l; 
588 ACTIVITY; 
589 LNCMS16_GOON_14: GOON, 1; 
590 ACTIVITY"" "M6" ; 
591 LNCMS16_ASSIGN_14: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],1}},l; 
592 ACTIVITY, ", "LNCMS16_GOON_14"; 
593 F3M6: AWAIT, 63, {{F3_M6,1}},ALL, ,NONE,l; 
594 ACTIVITY, "XX[16]==Fami1y; 
595 ACTIVITY", XX [16] ! =Family, "LNCMS17_ASSIGN_6" ; 
596 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],O}},l; 
597 ACTIVITY; 
598 LNCMS17_GOON_6: GOON,l; 
599 ACTIVITY"" "M6"; 
600 LNCMS17_ASSIGN_6: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],l}},l; 
601 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS17_GOON_6"; 
602 Machine_7: GOON, 1; 
603 ACTIVITY" ,ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,10]==1; 
604 ACTIVITY" ,ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,10]==2,"F2M7"; 
605 ACTIVITY",ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,10]==3,"F3M7"; 
606 F1M7: AWAIT,71,{{F1_M7,1}},ALL"NONE,1; 
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607 ACTIVITY" ,XX[17]==FamilYj 
608 ACTIVITY" ,XX[17] !=Family, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_7" j 

609 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],0}},1; 
610 ACTIVITYj 
611 LNCMS16_GOON_7: GOON,lj 
612 ACTIVITYj 
613 M7: AWAIT, 7, {{Machine_7,1}},ALL"NONE,lj 
614 ACTIVITY",NNRSC(74)==lj 
615 ACTIVITY", NNRSC (74) ==0, "DDATEC_GOON_30" j 

616 AWAIT, 74, {{Selected_7,1}},ALL, ,NONE,lj 
617 ACTIVITYj 
618 ASSIGN, {{XX[17],ARRAY[ATRIB[1]+1,10]}},lj 
619 ACTIVITYj 
620 GOON,1j 
621 ACTIVITY,25,fTime,Family!=ARRAY[XX[9]+1,10]", "Family Setup M7"j 
622 ACTIVITY, 26, , Family==ARRAY[XX[9] +1, 10] ","NF&sameF M7"j 
623 GOON,1j 
624 ACTIVITY, 27, (sTime+pTime)-.001,ATRIB[1] !=XX[9]", 

"Setup+Process M7"j 
625 ACTIVITY,28,pTime-.001,ATRIB[l]==XX[9]" ,"Process M7"; 
626 ASSIGN, {{XX[9],ATRIB[1]}},1j 
627 ACTIVITY",NNQ(7»=1j 
628 ACTIVITY" .001, , "LNCMS8_GOON_7"j 
629 FREE, {{Machine_7,1}},1; 
630 ACTIVITY, "NNQ(7»=lj 
631 ACTIVITY" .001" "LNCMS8_GOON_7"j 
632 FREE, {{Machine_7,1}},1; 
633 ACTIVITY" .001j 
634 LNCMS8_GOON_7: GOON, 1; 
635 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(71)==1&&NRUSE(72)==1&&NRUSE(73)==1j 
636 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(71)==1&&NRUSE(72)==1&&NRUSE(73)==0, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_12"j 
637 ACTIVITY, "NRUSE(71)==1&&NRUSE(72)==0&&NRUSE(73)==1, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_39"j 
638 ACTIVITY, "NRUSE(71)==1&&NRUSE(72)==0&&NRUSE(73)==0, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_40"; 
639 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(71) ==0&&NRUSE(72) ==1&&NRUSE(73)==1, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_11" j 

640 ACTIVITY" ,NRUSE(71) ==0&&NRUSE(72) ==0&&NRUSE(73) ==1, 
"LNCMS4_FREE_41" j 

641 ACTIVITY, "NRUSE(71)==0&&NRUSE(72)==1&&NRUSE(73)==0, 
"LNCMS4_FREE_42"; 

642 FREE,{{F1_M7,1},{F2_M7,1},{F3_M7,1}},lj 
643 ACTIVITYj 
644 LNCMS16_GOON_24: GOON,lj 
645 ACTIVITYj 
646 DDATE3_FREE_37: FREE, {{Selected_7,1}},lj 
647 ACTIVITYj 
648 FREE, {{Machine_7,1}},lj 
649 ACTIVITY"" "TEST1_RETURNVSN_1" j 

650 LNCMS4_FREE_12: FREE,{{F1_M7,1},{F2_M7,1}},lj 
651 ACTIVITY" , ,"LNCMS16_GOON_24"j 
652 LNCMS4_FREE_39: FREE,{{F1_M7,1}, {F3_M7,1}},lj 
653 ACTIVITY", , "LNCMS16_GOON_24"j 
654 LNCMS4_FREE_40: FREE,{{F1_M7,1}},lj 
655 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_24" j 

656 LNCMS4_FREE_11: FREE,{{F2_M7,1},{F3_M7,1}},lj 
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657 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_24" ; 
658 LNCMS4_FREE_41: FREE, {{F3_M7,1}},1; 
659 ACTIVITY, ", "LNCMS16_GOON_24"; 
660 LNCMS4_FREE_42: FREE, {{F2_M7,1}},1; 
661 ACTIVITY"""LNCMS16_GOON_24"; 
662 DDATEC_GOON_30: GOON, 1; 
663 ACTIVITY" ,ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1,10] ==1, "F1M7" ; 
664 ACTIVITY, , , ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1,10] ==2, "F2M7" ; 
665 ACTIVITY, "ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==3,"F3M7"; 
666 LNCMS16_ASSIGN_7: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],1}},1; 
667 ACTIVITY",,"LNCMS16_GOON_7"; 
668 F2M7: AWAIT, 72, {{F2_M7,1}},ALL, ,NONE,1; 
669 ACTIVITY",XX[17]==Family; 
670 ACTIVITY" ,XX[17] l=Family, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_15" ; 
671 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],0}},1; 
672 ACTIVITY: 
673 LNCMS16_GOON_15: GOON, 1: 
674 ACTIVITY, , , , "M7" : 
675 LNCMS16_ASSIGN_15: ASSIGN,{{ATRIB[7],1}},1: 
676 ACTIVITY"""LNCMS16_GOON_15": 
677 F3M7: AWAIT, 73, {{F3_M7,1}},ALL, ,NONE, 1; 
678 ACTIVITY" ,XX[17]==Family; 
679 ACTIVITY", XX [17] 1 =Family, "LNCMS17 _ASSIGN_7" ; 
680 ASSIGN,{{ATRIB[7],0}},1; 
681 ACTIVITY; 
682 LNCMS17_GOON_7: GOON, 1; 
683 ACTIVITY"" "M7" ; 
684 LNCMS17_ASSIGN_7: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7] ,1}},1; 
685 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS17..:-GOON_7"; 
686 Machine_8: GOON,l; 
687 ACTIVITY" ,ARRAY[ATRIB[l] +1, 10]==1; 
688 ACTIVITY" , ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1, 10]==2, "F2M8"; 
689 ACTIVITY", ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1,10] ==3, "F3M8" ; 
690 F1M8: AWAIT, 81, {{F1_M8,1}},ALL, ,NONE, 1: 
691 ACTIVITY",XX[18]==Family: 
692 ACTIVITY", XX [18] 1 = Family , "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_B" ; 
693 ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7] ,0}},1; 
694 ACTIVITY; 
695 LNCMS16_GOON_8: GOON, 1; 
696 ACTIVITY; 
697 MB: AWAIT, 8, {{Machine_8,1}},ALL, ,NONE, 1; 
698 ACTIVITY",NNRSC(84)==1; 
699 ACTIVITY",NNRSC(84)==0,"DDATEC_GOON_32"; 
700 AWAIT, 84, {{Selected_B,l}},ALL, ,NONE,l; 
701 ACTIVITY; 
702 ASSIGN, {{XX[lB],ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]}},1; 
703 ACTIVITY; 
704 GOON,l: 
705 ACTIVITY, 29, fTime, Family 1 =ARRAY [XX [10] +1,10] , , , "Family Setup MB"; 
706 ACTIVITY, 30, ,Family==ARRAY[XX[10]+1,10]","NF&SameF M8": 
707 GOON,l; 
708 ACTIVITY, 31, (sTime+pTime)-.OOl,ATRIB[l] 1=XX[10]", 

"Setup+Process M8"; 
709 ACTIVITY,32,pTime-.00l,ATRIB[l]==XX[10]", "Process MB"; 
710 ASSIGN, {{XX[10],ATRIB[l]}},1; 
711 ACTIVITY" ,NNQ(B»=1; 
712 ACTIVITY" . 001, , "LNCMSB_GOON_B" ; 
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II ; 

s 

713 FREE, {{Machine_8,1}},li 
714 ACTIVITY",NNQ(8»=li 
715 ACTIVITY" .001" "LNCMS8_GOON_8"i 
716 FREE, {{Machine_8,1}},li 
717 ACTIVITY" .001i 
718 LNCMS8_GOON_8: GOON,l; 
719 ACTIVITY, "NRUSE(81)==1&&NRUSE(82)==1&&NRUSE(83)==li 
720 ACTIVITY, "NRUSE(81)==1&&NRUSE(82)==1&&NRUSE(83)==0, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_14"i 
721 ACTIVITY, , ,NRUSE(81)==1&&NRUSE(82) ==0&&NRUSE(83) ==1, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_43" ; 
722 ACTIVITY, , ,NRUSE(81) ==1&&NRUSE(82) ==0&&NRUSE(83) ==0, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_44" i 
723 ACTIVITY, , ,NRUSE(81) ==0&&NRUSE(82) ==1&&NRUSE(83) ==1, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_13"i 
724 ACTIVITY",NRUSE(81)==0&&NRUSE(82)==0&&NRUSE(83) ==1, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_45"; 
725 ACTIVITY, "NRUSE(81)==0&&NRUSE(82)==1&&NRUSE(83)==0, 

"LNCMS4_FREE_46"i 
726 FREE,{{F1_M8,1},{F2_M8,1},{F3_M8,1}},1; 

ACTIVITY; 727 
728 
729 
730 
731 
732 
733 
734 
735 
736 
737 
738 
739 
740 
741 
742 
743 
744 
745 
746 
747 
748 
749 
750 
751 
752 
753 
754 
755 
756 
757 
758 
759 
760 
761 
762 
763 

LNCMS16_GOON_25: GOON, 1; 
ACTIVITY; 
DDATE3_FREE_43: FREE,{{Selected_8,1}},1; 
ACTIVITY; 
FREE, {{Machine_8,1}},1; 
ACTIVITY", , "TEST1_RETURNVSN_1"; 
LNCMS4_FREE_14: FREE,{{F1_M8,1},{F2_M8,1}},1; 
ACTIVITY, ", "LNCMS16_GOON_25"; 
LNCMS4_FREE_43: FREE, {{F1_M8,1}, {F3_M8,1}},1; 
ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_25" ; 
LNCMS4_FREE_44: FREE, {{F1_M8,1}},1; 
ACTIVITY, , , , "LNCMS16_GOON_25" ; 
LNCMS4_FREE_13: FREE, {{F2_M8,1},{F3_M8,1}},1; 
ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_25"; 
LNCMS4_FREE_45: FREE,{{F3_M8,1}},1; 
ACTIVITY, ","LNCMS16_GOON_25"i 
LNCMS4_FREE_46: FREE, {{F2_M8,1}},li 
ACTIVITY, " , "LNCMS16_GOON_25" ; 
DDATEC_GOON_32: GOON,l; 
ACTIVITY" ,ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==1, "F1M8"; 
ACTIVITY, , ,ARRAY [ATRIB [1] +1,10] ==2, "F2M8" ; 
ACTIVITY, "ARRAY[ATRIB[l]+1,10]==3, "F3M8"; 
LNCMS16_ASSIGN_8: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],1}},1; 
ACTIVITY, , , , "LNCMS 16_GOON_8 " i 
F2M8: AWAIT, 82, {{F2_M8,1}},ALL"NONE,1; 
ACTIVITY" ,XX[18]==FarnilYi 
ACTIVITY" ,XX[18] l=Farnily, "LNCMS16_ASSIGN_16" ; 
ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7] ,0}},1; 
ACTIVITYi 
LNCMS16_GOON_16: GOON,l; 
ACTIVITY, , , , "M8" i 
LNCMS16_ASSIGN_16: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7],1}},1; 
ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS16_GOON_16"i 
F3M8: AWAIT,83,{{F3_M8,1}},ALL"NONE,1; 
ACTIVITY" ,XX[18]==FarnilYi 
ACTIVITY, , ,XX [18] l =Farnily, "LNCMS17_ASSIGN_8" ; 
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764 ASSIGN,{{ATRIB[7],O}},1; 
765 ACTIVITY; 
766 LNCMS17_GOON_8: GOON,l; 
767 ACTIVITY"" "M8"; 
768 LNCMS17_ASSIGN_8: ASSIGN, {{ATRIB[7] ,1}},1; 
769 ACTIVITY"" "LNCMS17_GOON_8"; 

DDCMS successfully read 

Translated network file DDCMS.TRN successfully written 
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Multiple run summary report 

** AweSim! MULTIPLE RUN SuMMARY REPORT ** 
Thu Sep 04 00:19:38 2003 

Simulation Project : Thesis 
Modeler : Erika 
Date : September/24/2003 
Scenario: DDCMS 
Number of runs 5 

** OBSERVED STATISTICS for scenario DDCMS ** 

Label Mean Standard Standard 
Value Deviation Error 

TIS Batch1 52.205 5.262 2.353 
Tardiness Batch1 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Earliness Batch1 140.520 6.381 2.854 
TIS Batch2 148.053 3.413 1. 526 
Tardiness Batch2 0.475 0.678 0.303 
Earliness Batch2 45.147 7.424 3.320 
TIS Batch3 115.027 40.908 18.295 
Tardiness Batch3 16.009 11. 550 5.165 
Earliness Batch3 96.874 29.174 13.047 
TIS Batch4 190.266 22.571 10.094 
Tardiness Batch4 35.212 18.002 8.051 
Earliness Batch4 40.792 7.585 3.392 
TIS Batch5 142.910 63.856 28.557 
Tardiness Batch5 35.094 23.493 10.506 
Earliness Batch5 88.963 39.415 17.627 
TIS Batch6 221.875 36.165 16.173 
Tardiness Batch6 57.354 24.996 11.179 
Earliness Batch6 35.240 10.826 4.842 
TIS Batch7 230.033 62.064 27.756 
Tardiness Batch7 93.963 60.936 27.251 
Earliness Batch7 66.794 23.984 10.726 
TIS Batch8 258.266 83.218 37.216 
Tardiness Batch8 86.428 68.691 30.720 
Earliness Batch8 32.054 16.304 7.291 
TIS Batch9 282.152 92.779 41. 492 
Tardiness Batch9 116.764 68.140 30.473 
Earliness Batch9 37.526 29.636 13.254 
TIS BatchlO 323.675 29.417 13 .155 
Tardiness Batch1 146.038 35.941 16.074 
Earliness Batch1 23.387 9.818 4.391 
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Minimum Maximum 
Average Average 

Value Value 

46.433 59.418 
0.000 0.000 

135.525 148.313 
142.830 152.026 

0.000 1.594 
35.718 56.163 
56.692 162.458 
1.104 27.252 

61. 634 140.733 
169.664 227.621 

18.475 66.027 
29.889 49.553 
94.569 248.101 
11. 925 71.494 
20.616 115.706 

184.607 277.071 
32.732 94.990 
19.033 49.202 

174.408 330.184 
32.754 191.276 
46.797 107.257 

151.521 376.484 
0.000 187.329 
9.704 51. 304 

140.991 393.005 
23.855 208.064 
15.441 85.230 

294.967 369.937 
111. 415 201. 244 

12.499 36.792 
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File 
Number 

9 

File 
Number 

9 

Resource 
Number 

9 

Resource 
Number 

9 

** FILE STATISTICS for scenario DDCMS ** 

Label or 
Input Location 

RES. RESA 

Average 
Wait Time 

0.000 

Average 
Length 

0.000 

Standard 
Deviation 

0.000 

Standard 
Error 

0.000 

** RESOURCE STATISTICS for scenario DDCMS ** 

Resource Average Standard Standard 

Label uti1. Deviation Error 

RESA 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum 
Average Average Average Average 

Utilization Utilization Available Available 

0.000 0.000 1. 000 1. 000 
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Maximum 
Average 
Length 

0.000 

Average 
Available 

1.000 
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** AweSim! MULTIPLE RUN SUMMARY REPORT ** 

Subnetwork : DDCMS 
Instance : (null) 

** FILE STATISTICS for DDCMS (null) ** 

File Label or Average Standard Standard Maximum 
Number Input Location Length Deviation Error Average 

Length 

1 RES. MACHINE_1 0.601 0.211 0.094 0.935 
2 RES. MACHINE_2 1.156 0.345 0.154 1. 516 
3 RES. MACHINE_3 0.122 0.107 0.048 0.258 
4 RES. MACHINE_4 1.044 0.142 0.063 1.201 
5 RES. MACHINE_5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
6 RES. MACHINE_6 8.235 9.746 4.359 20.784 
7 RES. MACHINE_7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
8 RES. MACHINE_8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

11 RES. F1_M1 29.158 21. 053 9.415 67.251 
12 RES. F2_M1 22.902 6.888 3.081 33.383 
13 RES. F3_M1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
14 RES. SELECTED_1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
21 RES. F1_M2 7.923 1. 979 0.885 10.711 
22 RES. F2_M2 25.849 11.984 5.360 45.449 
23 RES. F3_M2 9.722 4.455 1.992 15.786 
24 RES. SELECTED_2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
31 RES. F1_M3 1.149 0.922 0.412 2.982 
32 RES. F2_M3 2.273 1.542 0.690 3.783 
33 RES. F3_M3 0.569 0.296 0.132 0.803 
34 RES. SELECTED_3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
41 RES. F1_M4 100.837 31.615 14.139 139.996 
42 RES. F2_M4 36.766 28.660 12.817 92.339 
43 RES. F3_M4 0.147 0.136 0.061 0.374 
44 RES. SELECTED_4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
51 RES. F1_M5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
52 RES. F2_M5 24.282 18.640 8.336 57.503 
53 RES. F3_M5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
54 RES. SELECTED_ 5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
61 RES. F1_M6 0.604 0.804 0.360 2.007 
62 RES. F2_M6 18.995 16.898 7.557 51.265 
63 RES. F3_M6 18.515 16.906 7.561 50.988 
64 RES. SELECTED_ 6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
71 RES. F1_M7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
72 RES. F2_M7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
73 RES. F3_M7 16.899 7.029 3.143 26.012 
74 RES. SELECTED 7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -
81 RES. F1_M8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
82 RES. F2_M8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
83 RES. F3_M8 13.645 4.975 2.225 21.468 
84 RES. SELECTED_ 8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
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File Average 
Nwnber Wait Time 

1 1. 718 
2 1.457 
3 0.317 
4 1.494 
5 0.000 
6 16.341 
7 0.000 
8 0.000 

11 127.085 
12 109.573 
13 0.000 
14 0.000 
21 25.929 
22 83.670 
23 37.547 
24 0.000 
31 7.594 
32 19.684 
33 12.374 
34 0.000 
41 200.338 
42 98.148 
43 1. 390 
44 0.000 
51 0.000 
52 79.544 
53 0.000 
54 0.000 
61 24.896 
62 77.473 
63 64.660 
64 0.000 
71 0.000 
72 0.000 
73 55.331 
74 0.000 
81 0.000 
82 0.000 
83 48.304 
84 0.000 
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** ACTIVITY STATISTICS for DDCMS (null) ** 

Activity Label or Average Standard Standard Maximum 
Number Input Location Utilization Deviation Error Average 

Utilization 

1 Family Setup M1 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.003 
2 NF&sameF M1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
3 Setup+Process M1 0.053 0.004 0.002 0.058 
4 Process M1 0.832 0.075 0.034 0.946 
5 Family Setup M2 0.017 0.005 0.002 0.026 
6 NF&sameF M2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
7 Setup+Process M2 0.284 0.082 0.037 0.421 
8 Process M2 0.620 0.117 0.052 0.797 
9 Family Setup M3 0.006 0.004 0.002 0.012 

10 NF&sameF M3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
11 Setup+Process M3 0.061 0.031 0.014 0.102 
12 Process M3 0.380 0.088 0.039 0.525 
13 Family Setup M4 0.035 0.007 0.003 0.043 
14 NF&sameF M4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
15 Setup+Process M4 0.276 0.060 0.027 0.336 
16 Process M4 0.660 0.022 0.010 0.683 
17 Family Setup M5 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 
18 NF&sameF M5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
19 Setup+Process M5 0.422 0.064 0.029 0.481 
20 Process M5 0.446 0.059 0.026 0.515 
21 Family Setup M6 0.025 0.024 0.011 0.060 
22 NF&sameF M6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
23 Setup+Process M6 0.205 0.184 0.082 0.473 
24 Process M6 0.634 0.130 0.058 0.847 
25 Family Setup M7 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 
26 NF&sameF M7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
27 Setup+Process M7 0.129 0.079 0.035 0.281 
28 Process M7 0.668 0.087 0.039 0.812 
29 Family Setup M8 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 
30 NF&sameF M8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
31 Setup+Process M8 0.305 0.099 0.044 0.466 
32 Process M8 0.546 0.091 0.041 0.693 

Activity Minimum 
Number Average 

Utilization 

1 0.001 
2 0.000 
3 0.047 
4 0.727 
5 0.011 
6 0.000 
7 0.189 
8 0.455 
9 0.001 

10 0.000 
11 0.019 
12 0.273 
13 0.021 
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14 0.000 
15 0.163 
16 0.625 
17 0.001 
18 0.000 
19 0.298 
20 0.351 
21 0.005 
22 0.000 
23 0.045 
24 0.467 
25 0.001 
26 0.000 
27 0.051 
28 0.597 
29 0.001 
30 0.000 
31 0.181 
32 0.418 
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** RESOURCE STATISTICS for DDCMS (null) ** 

Resource Resource Average Standard Standard Average 
Number Label Util. Deviation Error Available 

1 MACHINE_1 0.887 0.078 0.035 0.113 
2 MACHINE_2 0.922 0.075 0.034 0.078 
3 MACHINE_3 0.447 0.120 0.054 0.553 
4 MACHINE_4 0.971 0.058 0.026 0.029 
5 MACHINE_5 0.870 0.058 0.026 o .l30 
6 MACHINE_6 0.865 0.142 0.063 o .l35 
7 MACHINE_7 0.798 0.104 0.047 0.202 
8 MACHINE_8 0.853 0.077 0.034 0.147 

11 F1_M1 0.764 o .l37 0.061 0.236 
12 F2_M1 0.724 0.163 0.073 0.276 
13 F3_M1 0.000 0.000 0.000 1. 000 
14 SELECTED_ 1 0.887 0.078 0.035 0.113 
21 F1_M2 0.696 0.092 0.041 0.304 
22 F2_M2 0.734 0.169 0.076 0.266 
23 F3_M2 0.649 0.194 0.087 0.351 
24 SELECTED_2 0.922 0.075 0.034 0.078 
31 F1_M3 0.344 0.127 0.057 0.656 
32 F2_M3 0.125 0.081 0.036 0.875 
33 F3_M3 0.101 0.056 0.025 0.899 
34 SELECTED_3 0.447 0.120 0.054 0.553 
41 F1_M4\ 0.962 0.074 0.033 0.038 
42 F2_M4 0.844 0.127 0.057 0.156 
43 F3_M4 0.209 0.020 0.009 0.791 
44 SELECTED_4 0.971 0.058 0.026 0.029 
51 F1_M5 0.000 0.000 0.000 1. 000 
52 F2_M5 0.870 0.058 0.026 o .l30 
53 F3_M5 0.000 0.000 0.000 1. 000 
54 SELECTED_ 5 0.870 0.058 0.026 0.130 
61 F1_M6 0.108 0.133 0.059 0.892 
62 F2_M6 0.724 0.212 0.095 0.276 
63 F3_M6 0.584 0.240 0.107 0.416 
64 SELECTED_ 6 0.865 0.142 0.063 0.135 
71 F1_M7 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 
72 F2_M7 0.000 0.000 0.000 1. 000 
73 F3_M7 0.798 0.104 0.047 0.202 
74 SELECTED_7 0.798 0.104 0.047 0.202 
81 F1_M8 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 
82 F2_M8 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 
83 F3_M8 0.853 0.077 0.034 0.147 
84 SELECTED_8 0.853 0.077 0.034 0.147 

Resource Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum 
Number Average Average Average Average 

Utilization Utilization Available Available 

1 1. 000 . 0.776 0.224 0.000 
2 1. 000 0.797 0.202 0.000 
3 0.634 0.294 0.706 0.366 
4 1. 000 0.854 0.146 0.000 
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5 0.948 0.803 0.197 0.052 
6 1. 000 0.632 0.368 0.000 
7 0.925 0.654 0.346 0.075 
8 0.917 0.708 0.292 0.083 

11 0.935 0.552 0.448 0.065 
12 1. 000 0.545 0.455 0.000 
13 0.000 0.000 1. 000 1. 000 
14 1. 000 0.776 0.224 0.000 
21 0.816 0.547 0.453 0.184 
22 1. 000 0.503 0.497 0.000 
23 0.826 0.401 0.599 0.174 
24 1. 000 0.797 0.202 0.000 
31 0.585 0.235 0.765 0.415 
32 0.224 0.021 0.979 0.776 
33 0.159 0.000 1. 000 0.841 
34 0.634 0.294 0.706 0.366 
41 1. 000 0.814 0.186 0.000 
42 1. 000 0.627 0.373 0.000 
43 0.238 0.177 0.823 0.762 
44 1. 000 0.854 0.146 0.000 
51 0.000 0.000 1. 000 1.000 
52 0.948 0.803 0.197 0.052 
53 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 
54 0.948 0.803 0.197 0.052 
61 0.285 0.000 1. 000 0.715 
62 0.998 0.399 0.601 0.002 
63 1.000 0.363 0.637 0.000 
64 1. 000 0.632 0.368 0.000 
71 0.000 0.000 1. 000 1. 000 
72 0.000 0.000 1. 000 1.000 
73 0.925 0.654 0.346 0.075 
74 0.925 0.654 0.346 0.075 
81 0.000 0.000 1.000 1. 000 
82 0.000 0.000 1. 000 1. 000 
83 0.917 0.708 0.292 0.083 
84 0.917 0.708 0.292 0.083 
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